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d at 3.25 m . 

Hr. m (Cape Verde) (interpretation from French): First and 

foromolt, 1 should like to 8ay tbat it is the Cape Verdean delegation's hope 

that the presence of the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq, Mr. Tariq Aaiz, at 

this meeting will contribute to facilitating the complete and unconditional 

implementation of the resolutions of the Council 80 that a definitive solution 

can be found to the situation currently ptevailing between Iraq and Kuwait, in 

the intereat of peace and stability not only in these two fraternal and 

neighbouring countries, but throughout the entire Gulf region. 

From the very outset of the Gulf crisis caused by fraq's invasion of 

Kuwait, my country has been among those that have firmly condemned the 

invasion, which ham caused 80 much suffering, loss of life and material d&nage 

and which ir, and will continue to be, a threat to international peace and 

security 80 long as there is no satisfactory and definitive solution. 

Indeed, it could hardly be expected that a small country like mine could 

have taken any other position under such circumstances. The adamant defence 

of the principle8 concerning the peaceful settlement of disputes and the 

non-use of force in international relations, and also the inadtnia~ibility of 

violating the territorial integrity and sovereignty of countries, is a 

constant foatuto of Cape Verde's foreign policy. 
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Uy delegation ha8 taken note of the reports of the competent United 

Rations bodies with respect to Iraq's partial implementation of certain of its 

obligations under the relevant resolutions of the Security Council. While 1 

encourage the Iraqis to continue - and with greater resolve - to comply with 

Security Council resolutions, I regret to note that they have not complied 

fully with their obligations under the resolutions relating to the situation 

between Iraq and Kuwait. 

In these Curcumatances, Mr. President, the delegation of Cape Verdi must 

agree with your conclusions about Iraq's failure to comply fully and 

unconditionally with the oblltgations imposed upon it by those resolutions; at 

present thi8 is preventing the Council from lifting the sanctions. 

It is obvious that recent statements in the Yraqi press that Kuwait is an 

integral part of Iraq, along with local propaganda to that effect, are not 

likely to create a point of view in the Council favourable to the lfftfnq of 

sanctions. It is precirrely Iraq's claims and measures against Kuwait that 

warrented the Council's imposition of sanstfons. We are of the view that 

stability can prevail in the region and fraternal ties between Kuwait can be 

restored only if Iraq ceaaem once and for all to claim legitimate owzership of 

Kuwait1 territory. 

We express once again our concern with respect to the situation of 

Kuwaiti prisoners and other foreign citizens in fraq. We hope they will be 

freed very 800~ and t&t, with their liberation , acceeo to the places where 

they now are wiii be iaciiitated. 

We hope that today's meeting will result in importent steps forward, 80 

that the implementation of the resolutions can move to a qualitatively higher 
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level: rull and complete implementation of council decision8 and BP end to 

the painful aftuation of the Iraqi people, a people linked to the people of 

Cape Verde by strong ties of friendship. In that connection. we call again on 

tlae members of the Council to spare no effort to enaura that the humanitarian 

need8 of the Iraqi people are properly met. 

I cannot end witlao~~t: reaffirming that the Iraqi people, like every other 

people, has the right to development. In the view of my delegation, the 

purpose of sanctions ia not and caa never be to prevent the Iraqi people from 

anjoying prosperity and well-being. On tbe contrary, their purpose is to 

reatore peace and security no that all the peoples of the region can live in 

peace. 

Ms. (Venezuela) (interpretation frown Spaniclh)t It fm now 

eight month8 8ince tbe Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq, Mr. Tariq Aziz, 

ad&erred the Council duSing my couatfy'a presidency. At that time I atreseed 

that Venesuela's main aspiration continued to be peace and reconciliation 

among all the countries of the region, with which we share conson interests. 

I wirh today to reiterate that aspiration I'd to state clearly our 

concern at the degree to which Security Couacil resolutions have not been 

implemented, resolutions that Iraq had stated it accepted and would implement 

unconditionally and Zully. 

Mr. President, you stated early ia today'6 metking that Iraq had 

fuliilled ttm obligation8 Only relectively and partiallyr thio could hardly be 

00 &'et*f "A-"--- -w-"-s-I (\r-dC- Ckr &'-- t&it hi3 cPiiqmed and kim co3whinents and '""se"" "4-Y Lllisa 

promisea'tbe Government of Iraq has made, it has not finally and clearly 

acknowledged ita obligationot graver yet, it beema to be inclined LO dray out 
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the process unjustifiably, thus forcing the international community to devote 

aubatantial time and resourcea to following it up. 

When Iraq agreed unconditionally to implement the Council resolutions, it 

was understood that it would implement them as a whole, not partially, 

gradually or unwillingly. The idea was complete implementation that would 

enable the Iraqi people to return as soon aa posible to normality, to which 

they are fully entitled. But instead we are concerned to note all the 

obmtaelee and difficulties the Council has encountered throughout the process. 

Iraq's interpretation - that the current sanctions and monitoring regime 

waa bro;lght about solely by some of the permanent members of the Security 

Council - is, in my delegation's view, incorrect and dangeroue. In March we 

told the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq that the sanctions regime had been 

imposed by the entire Council, acting, in accordance with Article 25 of the 

Charter, on behalf of the entire international community. This io a central 

point that the Iraqi authorities must understand clearly. This iti not (511 

attempt to continue the Gulf War by other means1 we axe simply seeking the 

conplete, comprehensive implementation of the rasolutiono of the Security 

Council. 

The long liot of unimplemented provisions inclulles non-recognition of 

the crucial work of the Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission, the 

complete failure to implement resolution 687 (19911, the horrendous flouting 

of human rights in the northern and southern parts of Iraq described by 

Mr. Max van der Stoel, Special Qapporteur of the Commiseioa on Ruman Rights, 

and the failure to restore property and prisoners that remain in the handa of 

Iraqi authorities. All these serious omissions must be immediately remedied, 

aa the Governmoat of Iraq ha8 pledged to do. 
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There can ba no paaco and rtebility in tha region no long a8 Kuwait - a 

eovereign, independent State Nember of the United Nation8 - corrtinuem to bu 

intimidated and threatened. I want to refer in particular to hunanitarian 

problems with reBpWt to prisonas of war and to thorn mirainq in action. I 

appeal to the Govor~nt of Iraq to pornritz without further dolay unte8tricted 

(ICC~II# by fentily member8 end tbm International Cmittae of thm Red Cro8s to 

detention centres, aad to accelerate the procor8 of rapstriation. The 

importancr Statw attach to thi8 delicate iutter ir illu8tratrd by the ca8e of 

pri8oners of war and those mis8ing in action from the Viet Pm conflict. 

Thirty years later, tbo United State8 Congren8 is #till vorkiag actively on 

this problem. 

We are cr;rfident that the relevant re8Olut~oo8 can ba fully implemented 

in a proi & and ratiafactory matmet, iacluding that related to the moaitorioj 

and verification regfma. 

1. want to repeat what P 8aid on the same item on 11 M8rch 1992t 

Veneruala deplores the fact that it wa8 imporrible to reach an agreement on 

the machinery for petroleum sale6 . a failure that prompted tho Council to 

adoat te8olution 770 (1992). We hope that there will be a rpady rasutnptioa 

of talks that will contribute to the impleneatation of Council requirement8 

with reapect to irrdemnization and compensation through the fund l rtablirhed 

for that purpo8& with a view to meeting the baric needs of Iraqi civiliax~, 

whoee well-being cotW.nuer to be of concern to ~2 country. 
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My dologation joins in the appeal to the Government of Iraq thhat it take 

afvmtage of this opportunity to end this process , which will make it possible 

to eliminate the 8anctionr regime. which the Government of Iraq has fully 

warranted, so that the Governnwnt of Iraq can permit it8 people once sgain to 

set its feet on the path of ncrmality, which , a8 I have said, it is fully 

entitled to do. 

Responsibility for maintenance of the sanctiona regime La fundamentally 

in the hands of t&e Government of Iraq. My delegation will alvays be ready to 

recognise efforts undertaken by the Govermont of Iraq to that end. 

13r (Ru*rian Feder4tion) (interpretatiorr from Ruasian)t 

The questions involved in aettlirrg the consoquerrceo of Iraq's aggresrion 

against Kuwait are extremely impottazt from the point of view of ensuring 

international peace sub security. Wo hop that t&e pnrticipation of the 

Deputy Prime Minister 02 Iraq, %r. Tnriq Amis, in toflay' meeting of the 

Security Council will prove useful to their ruccerrful reoolution. 

The Special Coavrf6rfon and t&e International Atomic Energy wency (IAEA) 

have done a great deal of work aimed at implementing the Security Council 

resolutions in 0rUar to &imclore Iraqi progrms to create werponr of mas8 

destruction and ballistl riseflee having a range of over 150 kilometres, and 

in order to eliminate stocks tberuof!. We oxpros our gratitude to the 

Chairman of the Conraismioa, knbassador Ekeu& and to the Director General of 

IAEA, Mr. Blix, for their groat personal contribution to this work. 

forty-fifth inspection, Iraq demonstrated a more open and reasanable attitude 

and presented a&ditfonrl data on the prohibited miliC;ary programmes. a full 
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picture of Iraq’s actfvitioa covered by rssolution 6137 (1991) doe8 not yet 

wrist, nor i8 there any certainty as to the completeness and accuracy of the 

information pre8ented by Iraq concerning there progranrwa, 

We cannot but be put on our guard by the unsatiaf8Ctory nature of R 

number of atateraeutlr that have been made by Iraqi officials, by attempts to 

conceal information or to give only partial infsrmation, which makes the work 

of the Special C~sanission and IAEA more difficult, so that they still 

entertain doubt8 about the completeness of data on Iraqi programmes for the 

creation of nuclear, bacteriological and chemical ueaponm and of missiles with 

8 range greator than 150 kilometres. We are also put on our guard by Xraq'a 

assertions thnt all the required information has already been presented. Such 

statements bavo repeatedly boeo made by Iraq in the past, but during 

aubeequent inrpoctfonr it ha6 been revealed that there were additional 

undisclosed arpects of the prohibited Iraqi prograwa. 

We must alao note that Iraq'8 failure to acknowledge Ite obligat$ons 

under te6Olutiorrfl 70’1 (1991) ad 715 (1991) and its attempt6 to replace 

performance of ito obligation8 with diacurrionr concerning the clear demands 

of the Security Council are making it impossible to carry out activities 

involved in raonitoring and verification in accordarace vith the Council's 

deciaioos. 

Similarly, the Security Council cannot overlook tbs fscts of Iraq'8 

eorentially hortile attitude touardo the activftiee of United Nations 

8 NmulbcL-- -u-~'"..w-o# UYY 0b.e -aA --&- t&at ii&e i&eatened the per80nai sat'eey of the 

inspectors, am3 have caused material damage to United U&ions property, We 

all recall the events of tbis uummer in Baghdad, around the building of the 

Iraqi Ministry of Agriculture, to which previourr speakers have referred. 
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Other facts al80 atteat to an unconstructive attitude on the pert of the 

fragi authoritiear their refural to cooperate with the Iraq-Kuwait Boundary 

Dmarcation Comui8rion, the detention of citizenr of third comtries by Iraqi 

military patrols in the dewilitarized zone, including part8 of Kuwaiti 

territory, and the delaying of the process of releasing Kuvaitie captured by 

Iraq and returning Kuwciti property, including military property. 

according to information that has reached us, the Iraqi authorities have 

confiscated the property of a nunrber of foreign companies aad organizations, 

including Russian onem , which constitutes a violation of paragraph 29 of 

resolution 681 (1991). 

me also feel concern at the fact that Irag ha8 not met the requirements 

of resolution 688 (1991) regarding the ensuring of respect for human rights in 

Iraq. ha io clear from the report of the Special Rapporteur of the Conznf~crfon 

on Human Bight@. Mr. van der Steel, the Iraqi authorities me continuing their 

repremsion of the COUWry’S pOpUlatiOn an& ia particular, continuing their 

economic blockade agaimt Kurdish-occupied area6 in northern Iraq. 

All of this gives us reason to say that the Iraqi Government is 

costinuing to evade conscientious and complete implementation of it8 

obligations unUer Security Council resolutiona, 

The Rurrian delegation har frequently rsioed to the Iraqi leadership the 

question of the inadmissibility of attempts to contest in any way the binding 

decisions of the Security Council. which is respoorible to the world community 

for preventing the recurrence of such io8tancez of advairi;~rPsiii hs :~+-*i 

aggression against Kuwait. 

1n its policies with regard to Iraq, Russia has always believed that the 

interests of the world community, as well as the national interests of Iraq's 
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oun people, would be served by the establishment and m8inteURnCa of peace0 

stability and good-nsighbourl,ineas in that part of the world, which. moreover, 

is not very far from Russia's frontiers. 

We would like to express the hope that this dfecussfoa will help Iraq to 

understand batter the position of the Security Council and make its Government 

more aware that it muat comply vigorously and completely with all the 

provisions of Security Council decisions binding upon it that have been 

adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter of ths United Nations. 

Mt, (Ecuador) (interpretation from Spanish): Ecuador's 

action in the Security Council since the beginning of the Peraian Gulf crisis 

has been based on the principles that guide its external policy, particularly 

the peaceful solution of disputes, refraining from the use of fotce in 

international relations, non-recognition of territorial conquest, an8 the duty 

of all State8 to contribute to a peaceful and juat international climate. 

The decisions taken by tha Security Council have pursued a fundamental 

objective: restoration of the eniatence of &wait as a free, sovereign and 

independent State, as it was before it fell victim to aggression and 

occupation, Therefore any statement or conduct by Iraq that calls into 

question the rights of Kuwait as a novateign State is of fundamental conc8rn 

to Ecuador. Iraq must remember that it is only through respect for the tights 

of Kuwait that it can 4nsure peace for itself, 

It is worth recalling here We thoughts of an illustrioua Latin American 

Witten On the walls Of out General A584lliblyl "Reapsct fot the tights of 

others is peace.'* 
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Aftor the wfthdrswal of IragS troops, the Security Council adoptad a 

series of reaolutfoua with a view to restoring the lawful order and an 

atmosphere of mutual respect between Irag and Kuwait. The sanctions regime 

imposed as a conseguenca of the invaeion took place after the war and became 

the machinery for guaranteeing Iraq'8 implementation of the provinions of the 

Council, compliance with which ua8 explicitly required. 
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Ecuador conmiderr positive the progress recorded in recent month8 with 

regard to Iraq'8 compliance vitb dt8 obligation8 related to disarmam nt and 

aan8 control. Roth the Special Commi8rion and the International Atomic En8rgy 

Agency (IAEA) have recognised thi8. There ar8 important und8rtakinqs, 

hOwevbr, that havs to he respected and complied with by Iraq. As was pointed 

out by the pirector G8n8ral of IARA in hi8 report in document S/24722, the 

full implementation of the monitoring and verification plan vi11 only be 

poeuibZe w&e the Iraqi autboritier have fully complied with the requirements 

for information laid down in documeirf: S/22872/Rov.l and Corr. 1. 

We encourage Iraq to produce a8 loon ae ponaible the information which, 

according to the Director General of the IARL it ha8 been compiling. 

Similarly, the liot of there who poovided arms, technology and component6 must 

be treumitted 80 a8 to avoid future violation8 of international in8ts:uurenta 

on non-proliferation. 

With reqaad to the 8itUltiOn of th8 implementation of the plan for 

monitoring and verffication referr8d to in section C of re8olution 687 (1991), 

Ecuador urqea a continuation of contact8 between Iraq and the Commireion for 

the execution of thir ply, for which the cooperation of Iraq vi11 be 

neceaaary. 

Ecuador rharer the concern expressed by other member8 of the Security 

Council at the rcant Cooperation of Iraq in the repatriation of Kuwaiti and 

third-country national8 and at the lack of access granted to the International 

CalmaPt@nn ep *lx- -aa *---- -- -I- yIyys <XC=; 2.u vieit th8m 4nd the d8tentiOtr centres. 

Out of basic respect for international humanitarian law, Iraq 8hoAd comply 

with its obligations in this area without restriction or delay. 
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Ecuador's l rtrrnal policy ia baaad on ita profound humanitarian 

convictioas. We therefore attribute tha greatest potiaiblo lmportancm to 

strict com~lianco with resolution 706 (1991) and 712 (1991), with which Iraq 

haa unfortunately failed to comply. Thi8 proventa it from acquiring the 

necessary meanu to deal with the basic needa of its population. It ia 

necowsry for t&m Government of Iraq to agree aa soon aa ponsible to reopening 

it8 exporta of oil for the benmfit of its people within the franubworle 

l atabliahed by the Security Council. 

Tha renewal of the Mamorandum of Understanding between the 

Secretary-General r! the Government of Saghded point8 to a apirit of 

cooperation that should b maintainad. My country intorpreta the presence 

here of the Deputy Prime Minirter of fraq, Mr. Tariq Aalar as 8 dewnatratiou 

of good will. We are conZi&mt that, in the l tatunent ho will aW0 thie 

afternoon, he will be able to dispel the concerns both of t&n member8 of the 

Security Council sntl of the l ~cieliaad agoncima of the United Yationa that 

have boon eakod to cuoparate in the implementation of the varlour 

resolutiona. Wo hope that Mr. Tariq Aait will open up naw avenue8 of 

potential cooperation to us. Only in that way, overcoming the climate of 

diatrust ganmrsted in the intarnationsl community by the failure of Xrag to 

fulfil its obligations, will it be poaaible for the Security Council to review 

or roviam the l anctiona regime. It is upon Iraq that depmaula, in large 

ateaaurer tho l etablishemnt of a atable and lasting peace in the *rea# the 

primary objective Of the WGiCi of tiia UnitaG ???ttfo*:. 

v Morocco) (interpretation from Prench): At 

the outnet, I take thia opportunity to welcome Mt. Tariq hale and his 

delegation. My country ten only welcome Iraq’8 decision to coine to New York 
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once again to renew constructive dfalogus with the Security Council on the 

quastionr related to the implrmaatation of Council renolutions and t&e various 

arpects ot the 8ituation arising from thsa. My delegation, like those of 

other Council aU8b@r8, will liaten with irrter@8t and an open mind to the point 

of view which by that representative of a fraternal country will set forth on 

the progrear achieved end difficulties encountered in the implementatiw of 

tha rolovaat resvlution8. 

Ul v@ cae bopa ir thet thi8 dialogu8 will 100% to po8itive roaults aaul a 

bettap und@r8taedieg that ~111 enable ub to achieve t.h@ objectives laid doue 

in our rerolutivns, and that will ultimately contribute to the final 

rertvratioa of peace an4 stability to the Gulf region. The Kingdom of 

Morocco. au Arab corrntry an8 a member of thi8 great intarnatiwial community, 

ha8 greatly 8UffOrad from the region'8 fratricidal CriOi8 apd it0 dhWJfrVU8 

aad daplorable conrequence8 , which continue to devaatate the Arab world. Like 

Other COUDtrie8 of the region, it cannot but hope to make it8 contribution to 

any praceaa that would allov the Gulf region to regain peace of heart8 aad 

rinde. 

I have no intention of reviewing the varivus question6 that you, Sir, 

daveloped in your introductory 8tstement and that can properly be called 

complete au% useful. #or do I wi8h to go isto detail on the obligations laid 

dowa in tha relevant resolution8 of our Council. The 108t report of the 

Secretary-General, in document 8124661 of 19 October 1992, aad the various 

report8 of the Special Commission and the Internativaal Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA) have developed these point8 clearly and relevantly. My purpose today 

is timply to attempt to identify aad stress certain developments and positive 
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trerdl, without of course ovulooking chore are&m in which work ranain~ to be 

dOM. My delrgatioo is thuofote happ, ** to note that sipnificsnt prcgtbsr has 

men m&da in the &r@Lerrentation of csrtaiA provirionr of the 1mportaAt Couzlzil 

rauolutiona. 

Irr delegation should also like to noto with satisfactioa tie Iraqi 

authoritie8' growinq readins to cooperato y&.6 -' ." a vu the iAZQ+tiOA miS8iOAS 

rab, in particular, an atkitude we deem to be mom open and responsible on the 

put of that fraternal country by thn forty-fifth mission of the Special 

CO=iASiOA 1aBt October. 

My delegation would also like to welcome tha sigA%Ag of the reobwed 

-raAduP of UAder8tandiAg goverdng the ~nterorganiaational humanitarian 

progtm in Iraq, a XemoraAdw atiring indirectly from the relevant 

rorolutionm of the Cowicll. lo thie regard, I should lfke to pay a tribute to 

Wr. EliarroA, Uodrr-Secratary-General for BumlacnitsriaA Affairs. for his 

per8ovaraAce. Ris availability, and his sense of compromise. Thank8 to that 

agreement, a raallctic framework of cooperation between the United Yations aad 

Iraq has been tamtablished. This framework will AAdoubteOly make it po8sible 

to accolrplirh work that will, of courme, be incOmplete slrd limited hut will be 

doaignsd to cows tbo humaAitariaA ueeds of the civilian population aad based 

on tha acceptance of tha hort couAtty, aad vi11 enjoy forermoable maaA8 of 

financing. 

My couutrg rmafns very much COACerLlOdr &Ouevaf, by the vary rerfous 

tbi6 conte%t the raotal obligation of the Cowcil to do all in, ita power to 

cane the suffering of the innocent civiliao population. !chat is why my 

QelegatiOA would like to appeal to all members of the Couacil that the 
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Cmitteo l stablislaod under resolution 661 (1990) initially take a more 

floxible, tolerant and responsible approach to the subject of goods related to 

Iraq’s humanitarian needs and that it interpret with a groater sonso of 

underrtandiag and realism the humanitarian aspect, in particular, of tboso 

yuoations. 

We are also very much avare that in tho humanitarian field, as in all the 

areaa targeted by our relevant renolutions, the Iraqi authorities must also 

continue to diocbarge their duties and obligations. My country believes that 

rerpuct for the Security Council resolutions remain5 es8ontial to the 

rerrtoration of peaea, stability and prosperity in the Gulf region. ThOSO 

rosolutiono muat theroforo be fully implemented. This means that stages 

remain to be covered and that my country sincerely hopes that the fraternal 

country of Iraq will coatinw to do all it caa to cooperate with the concerod 

bodiom of our Organisation and that it will continua faithfully to discharge 

the obligationa incumbent upoa it yuruuant to the relevant rerolutioaa of the 

Security Council. 

Our objective remains unchang%d today - to overcome differences of view 

and aiwnderrtandirPgr and to promote coafidenco and cooperation. The 

opjortuoity offered us today to pursue dialogue once again with the 

authorities of Iraq should serve precisely that objective and should open the 

vay to a rapid and peaceful settlement of all the outrtanding problema of the 

region. 
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s (interpretation from French): I shall now make a 

rtatement in my capacity as representative of Hungary. 

Hungary uelcomes tbe presence at this meeting of the Security Council of 

Mr. Tariq Aoia, Deputy Prime Minister of the Republic of Iraq, and the 

high-level delegation accompanying him. The situation in which Iraq finda 

itself today makes it quite understandable that the leaders of that Country 

wish to inform themsolves directly of the judgement of the international 

community about the way in which Iraq $8 discharging its obligations under 

resOlutiOn 687 (1991) and the other relevant resolutions of the Security 

Council, that they wish to present their points of view and that they wish to 

have a clear picture of what is expected of Iraq in the full implementation of 

those reaolutionx. 

The rtatement made on behalf of the members of the Council by the 

President of the Security Council at the beginning of this meeting gave an 

overall and Qetaile% aseermment of Iraq's performance in thie regard. Hungary 

believes that, despite the signs of favourable change in certain areas, we 

mumt conclude that the general situation remains an adverse one. Iraq has 

only selectively and partially discharged the obligation8 incumbent upon it. 

As to Iraq.8 obligations under section C of resolut$on 687 (19911, we 

have seen several signs of a more cooperative attitude on the part of IPaq. 

We very much value the progress that has been made along these line8. At the 

mme time we cennot remeia silent about the numerous inetancer of 

confrontation in the lreqi attitude , which makes it more difficult to restore 

normal relations between fsaq and the international eonnnunity. In this 

context, members will recall the incident last July that affecte0 one of the 

Special Commission's inspection team, That incident, as well as other 
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problem8 affecting the proceaa of monitoring end vorificatiou, constitute 

aerioua failures in the implementation of resolution 687 (1991). It ia ala0 

cause for aerioua concern that Iraq has atill not unequivocally acknowledged 

the obligation8 incumbent upon it under reaolutiona 707 (1991) and 

715 (1991). On the contrary, it is rrqueating that they be reviewed. 

We still have no overall detailed view of Iraqi programmes for the 

development of weapons of mass destruction and ballistic miaailoa with a range 

of over 150 kilometres, nor do we yet have any complete information about the 

former auppliera to Iraq of anna and technology required for the production of 

prohibited weapona, including the e to be uaed in varioua nuclear 

programmes. 

In the field of human right8 and humanitarian iaauoa, Iraq haa decided ,to 

ignore resolution 68% (1991) and la continuing ita acts of repression against 

the cfviliarr population. There are ongoing maas and ayatematic violations of 

human rig&r. Tha report8 of the Spatial Rapporteur of the Commia8ion on 

Buman Rights give a depressing picture of the situation iu t&i8 area, 

On the one hand, reference bar bmao akadm in Itaq to the 8uffering of ita 

population, and tnambeta of the Security Council have been accused of legal and 

aural liability for the 4*genocideN of the Iraqi people; on the other, 

negotiation8 on the aale of a certain quantity of oil to finance the purchase 

of essentibla have been blocked, aBd an economic blockade haa beer, imposed in 

the routhern marrb area, preventing its inhabitants fzow receiving food and 

rpPA4ni.m - tr CL..- “4-a .L*C L- --A. LL- C--L _ ---v--v. -- --* ‘-“-, -- .- YY~ W- -DC w&y to coavioce the international 

conmnunitp of the need to eaae the sanctiona lmpoasd on Iraq. It is Lacau8e of 

Iraq's refusal to cooperate in those are88 that the Security Council uaa 

recently obliged to decide to pay into a United Nations escrow account certain 
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frozen Iraqi a88eta, part of which rhould be usrd for humanitarian purposes. 

As to humanitarian aemistauce to the civilian population, the renewal, 

last October, of the Xemorsndum of Agreement until 31 March 1993 is of 

parmount importance. We particularly deplore the delaying tact&cl that 

delayed tbr signing of that Agreement for nearly four months. That docuaent, 

which we welcome, en8ures the prerence of the United Nations in the northern 

territories, in the south and in other parts of the country. It rot8 under 

way the intrr-agency plan of action for Unit.4 Nation8 humanitarian assistance 

to Iraq amOunting to $217 million for the period under review. The 8ucce8s of 

that operation vi11 depend largely on the readiness of the Iraqi authorities 

to cooperate with the United Nations. 

In countering the ruggostions that have been made about a broad 

international conspiracy of vhich Iriiq is the victie, i8 it really necessary 

to recall that Xraq would not have found iteelf in such a situation if it had 

reS&eCted tha sovereign right8 of itm neigbbour to the 8outb and had not so 

brutally intervened in the internal affair8 of that country? How can ve 

thetafore be surpri8ed &Out the general attitude toward8 Iraq both during and 

after tbe Gulf var, an attitudm that clearly pursued political objectives that 

vere alearly identified and were quit* obviour - to ea8ure a return to the 

aituatfon prior to the aggression again& Kuwait and to inflict an equitable 

puniehmeat coraarsnsurate with the violation of the baria principles of 

interaatlonal relationr. 

Last March, during the previous meeting of the Security Council with the 

Beputy Prime Minintsr of Iraq, ve drew attention to the coneideoable 

implications that the invasion of Kuwait and the aubaequent denial of it8 
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l siuteace might have on interuational reletioaa. Rut, not only has Iraq 

caaaad to participate is the work of the Iraq-Kuweit,Roundary Uemarcetiorr 

Comaiaaion. thus calling into question the tarritorial iotagrity of Uuwait. 

but al80 statements made by Iraqi leaders have once again called into question 

tbo very l xiatonca of Kuwait. There statements have boon supplemented by 

similar opinions given in the Iraqi media, the spread of much idmaa and the 

publication of certain amps among tbe teaching materials in Ireqi achoolm. 

The80 quite openly quemtion the aovereigsaty end independence of KUWait, 

affirming that ~%iatorically~* &wait is an integral part of Iraq. 

Consequently. they are boiag used as a protext for the aggression of 2 August 

1990 and are en attempt to legitimise it. 

When Iraq ~8118 on the international comaunity to guarantee the 

oovoraignty of its territory end air apace , we arm entitled, when we read 

recent atetementa and listen to the media campaigna in Iraq. to wonder exactly 

to what territory md what air apacm the Iraq1 request raffwa. It As quita 

clear that the United Rations oannot sanction the reappearance of territorial 

claims against Kuwait - a rovrreign country an& a am&or of the internationel 

conmiunity. 

We know through our own historical errgerience that such irredentiat and 

erpanaioalst propaganda is’ entremly dangerous , not only internationslly, but 

also domestically. The idea6 that are Uisweinoted beooae part of peoples’ 

psychology, they poison their minds and, above all, they distort the attitude 

of children aad young geople. The Government that taker responsibility for 

thus contaminating the minds of its own population sows possible future 

dincord between its country aad its aeigbboura. 
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l7m letter dated 28 October 1992 from the Iraqi Wini8ter for Foraign 

Affaira, when it refer8 to evoot8 in the Gulf region, aeaka in every way 

poerib to 8void calling thin9a by tlmir DMU and to circumvsut th8 question 

of Iraqi aqgrersion against &wait, to use Ouch l uphemirms aa "the Auvait 

a?faiP, and ouch formulas aa *the military aggreorion againrt Iraq", and 

"Iraq was attacked by u coalitionH. "the military campaign Vag8d against 

Iraq”. All of this, unfortunately, demonstrate8 that there ia a clear lack of 

r8adiaeaa to f8c8 up to the event8 a0 they actually occurred, antI Pm an 

attunpt to rewrite t&e recent history of the region. It vould be incorrect to 

ba1iov8 t&L 88 tiru pa0898 th8 collactive memory aad thm determination of the 

Ontern&tfon82 comwnity grow vaaket. Yt might appear 8trang8, nevertheless. 

that ocarcely two yearn after these eventa, thm8 ir already a need felt to 

repdsrt that the l amer of X990 brought u8 a$g’res~ion MU anae~atfon, en& that 

the winter of 199X brought ua the elimiaatioa of that aggreraion end the 

liberation Zrom foreign occugstion of (1 State Elearbor of th8 United Rations. 

T&o l ecutfty and sov8r8tgnty of the Stat80 in the Gulf rapiolr cmnnot be 

gmraute8d when w8 heV8 ttu itagression that it i* only the l xiatenco of strict 

internatiorul aafequartla and t&4 threat of l avere aanctiona that l aam to be 

holding one party back irom araking t&e mlat.ske of taking further hoatile 

actions againot a neiqhbour. 
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It ie our hope that today'8 meeting of tbo Security Council will not 

simply be a repetition of the one we had in Uerch and that it will yiald 

tangible reeulte in the near future. We are confident thet the high-level 

Iraqi delegation thet ie here with ue today will return to it8 country areured 

that the future of Iraq, the cradle of a great end enciont civilieation, ie 

not a metter of indifference to the international coranunity, but that Iraq'8 

rointegrirtion into the coeifeunity of nation8 - which we fmrvently desire - is 

feaeible only if it implement8 the relevant Security Council resolution8 fully 

and in good faith. 

I now reeume my functions as Preeident of the Security Council. 

I call on the Deputy Prime ninietw of Ireq, Mr. Tariq Aeio. 

Mr. AZ&Z (Iraq) (interpretation from Arebic)t Laet March, tho 

Security Council hoard a etatement I dolivored hero on behalf of tho 

Qovernmqnt of Irw. Today, l ight month8 later, X have come to addrose the 

Council One0 again end dlelivor the following l tenement. 

Beforo I go into tbe detail8 of today'8 etatement, I wish to eay that the 

pant eight sonthe hevo beon replete with acti,Atiee carried out by tho 

inepectloa teem8 of the United Ration8 Special Coeunieeion (IJRSCOM) end the 

faternationel Atoasic Energy Agency (IAEA), for the implementation of the 

provision8 i~poeod upon Irag by Security Counail roeolution 687 (1991). 

h~rieg thie period, 16 inepection oporatione uoro carriod out, during which 

9,983 &decor of weaponry, including e&elle, bomber werhoade and propellant 

eharqee, were deatteyeA, T+ A--b-r-L*--- rrucruCb.YL1 &i&~&i a great Bosi 0s oquipmnt 

and eteny inetsllatione that could have been ~808, if they wet8 sparod, fox 

civilian industrial progreee and the prosperity of the Iraqi people. HOwoverr 

regardlee of the fact that all this has been done, the etate of the 

iniquitorre embargo imposed upon our country remains unchanged. The children 
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of Zreq continua to suffer from a shortaga of milk, and the Iraqi Population 

as a whole still muffera from dire rhortages of food and madicine, while baing 

denied many other esssatitila of human existence. 

This atate of affairlr leada to 6 very reriour conclusions n&~ly that, 

no matter what Iraq does in fulfilment of the obligations imposed upon it by 

resolution 687 (19911, the unjust sentence passed by the Council to starve thhe 

people of Iraq and deny them tha right to life will remain in place, simply 

because this is the will of certain influential governments in the Councilr 

the vary 8ema will that was babind the drafting end adoption of the Council’s 

resolutions; the will that was, end continues to be, behind the unjust manner 

in which Iraq has bon treated, both in intention and in actual deed. 

There f8 a fundemantel rignificence to placing thie vary serious 

conclusion at the baginning of my statement. The Security Council has imposed 

certain obligations upon Iraq by vi+tU@ of its resolution 687 (1991), but the 

Council continue8 to refhaoe to discharge ita own obligations toward8 the 

people end t&a State of Irag. The Council refuses to deal with Irag in 

accordance with international law, then United llatioos Chuter, the tuleo of 

morality, juetice and aquity, and the vary to%t of rerolution 667 (1991) 

it.ratf. Coaoaguently, wa have the right to pose this question: if the 

Council dolibaretrly refuse8 to honaur its own legal end moral obligations 

towards tha ~ople end State of Iraq, including the obligations stipulated in 

resolution 687 (19911, does thh not mean that the Council itself is 

demonstrating that it8 rerolutionr locir moral en4 legal groundit 

Having said this by way of en introduction fraught with lessons, I wish 

to say that Iraq, in epita of thin striking paratlox and the grave injustice 

inflicted upon it. has complied with resolution 687 (1991) despite that 

resolution's arbitrarily iniquitous nature. 
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In our lsat mseting, we stated that the fundwntal facts of Srag's 

implementation of the obligations bp0ssQ upon it had been dsll&Natsly hidden 

from ths Council, a state of affairs that continues to this date. 

In that last mseting, cmprebenrsive and precise details wera presented 

regarding ths obligetionr that had beon fulffllsd. Just before arrival here, 

the Foreign Minister of rtsg sent sn updated end complete factual report. 

dated 19 Rovsmber 1992, about the obligatllona fulfillad in connection with 

section C of ro8olution 687 (1991). 

X wish to list briefly in this statement before the Council the 

obligations t&at have baen fulfilled, ss a matter of factual record. 

The fundsmental objectives of section C of resolution 667 (1991) that 

bavo beem fulfiPled so far mo as followsa 

First, all weapons thst the security council, by said resolution, has 

probibitod Irag from possessing hsve hsen totally &stroyed. The remaining 

chonical matsriels are under ths control of URSCtlU tesms and are being 

dostroyod in a systawatic tecbrrical mennor, according to a plau 84WOd Upon 

between the Iraqi authorities and URSC6M representatbvO8. 

Inspection teams dispatched by the Special Commission and the IAEA have 

conducted 44 operations of destruction of miorile systems, chsmioal weapons 

and rolatod tssterial. The number of itsas destroyd by thosa toam has 

reached 26,865, including ssmi-manufactured items, mirsiles and ltnwSaet~ as 

well as l qulpmsnt, devicoa end empty chemical-munitfon8 shmlls~ The Xraqi 

ridOr ior iid psrt, destroyed 270,000 itams, rssging from components, forging 

sqUipm6nt and QevPcos, the rentalno of which have all beon see0 by the 

inspection tesalg. In the mmnth0, quantitier of raw materials. in e=cess of 

'pO tons in weight, have also been destroyed. 
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Secondly, all equfpment used , or claimed to have been used, in the 

production of weepone prohibited by rerolution 687 (1991) have been identified 

by the Special Comai8sion aad the IAEA. In spite of this, houever, UUSCOM and 

the IAEA iosirted ou the destruction of installationa and epuigment at the 

eitee of Al Atbtr, Xarmiya, Balat Al-Shuhada*, Hittemn end Shirqat, even 

thou@ the buildings 846 equipment destroyed vbre used, and could have 

continued to be umsd, in civilian industrleo - a fact which we have 

substantiated with abund#t aciMtificr technical evidence wd tangible 

evidence. 
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Thirdly, in the period oinco the adoption of re8olution 687 (1991), Iraq 

ham received 46 inspection teams witb a total nmmber8hip of 1056 inspector8 

rho havs spent a total of 11,816 inspscc.ion days in Iraq, durhq which time 

they conducted 884 insyectfon operations. includinq 237 rurprise visits, 

without sny previour notice, to various sites coveriuq all areas fm Iraq. In 

tb~18 mis8ions, the inspectors u8ad ths most mdetn and sophisticated mean8 of 

detection, cumaunication8, reconnaio8amo and tramport, including belicopter8 

which have been used in so 108s than 64 aisuionu. !cbw~ have haon 

371 helicopter flights $n the carryinq out of tboas rsiroions asil for various 

other purpose8, oath lastimg ftom our to eight hours. 

fm the course of that period, American U2 reconnai88anae aircraft 

conducted 97 flights over Iraq. Fad3 U2 rsconnairsancs and 8urveill~0ce 

flight fastad OIZ avrraqe threm to four hours. Durinq the 8~30 period Iraq 

presented its ccmpleto &utd coanprehan8ive rapoit, irt addition to huqe 

quantities of documsntation, data as& amwera to question8 rahrad Ey the 

flXb;peCtiGil teem. Seecion of Ui8cussion were also held between the UmCo# 

tesm and mprerentather of i;ho Zrrrpi conQoteat authoritiar lsrting hua!!ra& 

of hours of dialoqw 8~46 answ~rb. The inspection toems also 8oioed by force 

huge quantities of Uocumsatr and data. 

In f&s course 0Y the asmo period, the Lraqi side has preeentod in M 

honest scientif'5c spirit unequivocal ptoof as to the fal8ity of the 

allegationu, lies and distortions propaqatob by cptrtcria cwtitriea. Ow achy ft 

is t&Q *St XT* is tti%i@ 60 meny missiies. &other day it ir raid that 

Xreq is hic¶inq 80 underground nuclear reactor. Xkis dolour propaganda 

csmpaiign aad its dubious political objective8 have, bow~vef~ bwm exposed and 

repelled by scieetific and technically substantir;lted evid8me. 
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On thio l ubject I wirh to quote the following from the 1eLtor of the 

Iraqi Minimter of Foreign Affair6 dated 28 October 1992: 

"Anyone who trace8 the course at eventa since rmoolution 687 (1991) 

warn adopted on 3 April 1991 will discover that the most ferocious 

campaign in the biatory of the United #ationr, using all mean8 of 

intimidation, coercion and preenure. baa been waged againat Iraq wit31 the 

aim of achieving the objectives set forth in that reaolutioa. 

“For the sake of truth and for the historical record, we are hero 

obliged to otate that most of the inspection teams that have visited Iraq 

behaved in a hoEtile manner and proceeded to engage in effrontery. . 

provocation mnd the contrivance of problems without regard for the 

8ovoreignty, dignity sod security of the people of Iraq or for the 

acientitic and technical tact& relavant to the objactivo8 8et forth in 

rorolution 687 (1991). Par the mo8t part, they have bared their 

inrpection plane not on scientitia. technicrl and logical conriaerationr 

but on the tendentioua reports and data intend.6 to provide a cover for 

biarred and pr&etermine~ action8 that were cupglied to them by the 

intellig8nco agencier of Certain State8 with welT-known political derigns 

agaiout Iraq. Tboae State8 havo uaed the teanab' activitier and certain 

of their me&ore (of whom there have been many) in order to further thore 

ueoigna. The toam have behaved more like t.edieval inquiritionr than 

tecksfcal inrpoction team8 with well-UafineC objectives ruch ae thora rot 

l rrr*k I* r+e+be.rcl$+g Ai39 ll(rf3&\," 4e/2472e, -p. no. 2-3). m-s- -- 
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In this rmapmct sosolution 667 (1991) contains two basic aepectai 

First, the implementation of section C of the raoolution imposes an 

obligation upon the Council, according to paragraph 22 of resolution 

667 (1991) to lift the embargo on the import of commodities end productu 

originating io Trap end to lift the prohibitions against financial 

treneactione related thereto contained in resolution 661 (1990). 

f9egardle88 of the fact that the fuabtmntal artpecta of 8eetion C bad been 

fulfilled l ince the end of 1991, a fact which I stressed in my statement 

before the Council last Xarch, end daepite the follow-up of the past eight 

months with regard to implementation, the Council he8 not looked in any 

pooitive awnmr into the iaaw of &nplementing, aithmr partially or 

completely. perwgtaph 22 of it8 oun resolution. 

The Council bu edopted. end continues to adopt, a despotic poaturo 

against Ireq and hae pursued L a&hod of continued hereeement end preeaure. 

Iwtorb of conaidrring objectively end fair-miadedly the need to 

implemwt this puegreph of its own roaolution, thm Council has pfwmd, during 

tha recant rorrtha, obataclea before the possibility for Iraq to uao its frozen 

aaaeta abroad in order to met the humenitarien seeds of the Iraqi people of 

too& undicine ad other urgent needs. The States aim&are of the Council hew 

not implemontmd the Sanctions Coassittae'e decision wbfch ellowe them to free 

Iraqi aaaste for the purpooo of m4eting the60 ae0a8. The saaeta arm etill 

kopt froaen by thoao countrioe. 
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In th8 wuree of the same period the Sanctions Conunittee ham permisted in 

its 8hameful conduct, nwely the prevention of Iraq from obtaining its needs. 

m l Xcusple8 of this cit8d by the Foreign Hini8tor Of Iraq in hi8 letter of 

28 October caus8 indignation and ridicule. Let mo give the Council 8Olu8 of 

"The fhW2tiOn8 COarPitt8e ha8 either rOfU8Od Or SUCpWlded the 

delivery to Irag of, for l xwsplet heater8 for Mternity hospitelat water 

purification 8upplier; medical equipnmntt fabricsa knen*s and WOm0n's 

clothingt 8chool nOtobOOk8, p8nCil8; . . . anti-n\sIaria chslaicals; . . . 

rpare part8 for . . . reconstruction of the medical vrccine plsntt ..a 

water pumpr; . . . pla8G.c for water pipa8t . . . ten broaU oven81 raaor 

blade8; pla8tiC Container8 gla8s for: hO8pitad8, for hO8pital8t COttOn for 

medical pu2qo68sr . . . Water pipest . . . cottoa tontiles for 58aitary 

clothing; textiles for the production of bodcoverm, children'8 bicycles; 

fire-fighting 8uppXlew". ( 8/24718.) 
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Than tha United States administration combs and impoaeo upon the Council 

another groteaque and iniquitous resolution to be added to the aeriea of 

atrange and unjust reaolutiona adopted by the Security Council against Iraq. 

1 refer hero to resolution 778 (1992). under which parta of Iraq's froaen 

asset8 abroad are tiing robbed and uaed at will in an arbitrary fashion. Tbia 

rsaolution al80 cloaca the door completely against Iraq's using the remainder 

of ita asoota to provide for ita urgent humanitarian needs. 

Secondly, operative parayraph 14 of resolution 661 (1991) states tbat the 

Council: 

"n that the actions to bo taken by Iraq in paragraph 6. 9, 

10, 11. 12 and 13 of the present resolution represent atepa towards the 

goal of satabliahing in the Middle East a aone free from weapona of 1ua8t1 

destruction am3 all miaa$ler for their delivery an6 the objective of LI 

global ban on chemical veaponazH. 

Thir subject wea alao addroared by the Iraqi Minister of Foreign affairs 

in his latter of 28 October 1992 (S/24726)* from which f quotet 

"Tbia vital part of the resolution ia of the Security Council*8 OM 

making, but the Council har done nothing to follow it up at the very time 

the fevezlah pace of the arms race in the YegiOia ia acceleratiag, 

irrcludiaq that for the posseesita of weapons of maaa destruction. 

Dimregard for thin part of the roaolution or failure to enaure itu proper 

implementati.on would do eerioue, damage not only to the concept of 

reourity aad to thu porsfbility of itn estaklisbment in the region, but 

aleo to the security and sovereignty of other States in the region, among 

them Xraq. 
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"All the fact8 indicate that Israel possesses a large arsenal Of 

nuclear and chemical weapons of maas destruction and long-range ~i88ile8~ 

this ha8 been confirmed by many well-known studies and reporta, and ha8 

been the subject of numerous resolutions adopted by the Security Council, 

th. General -8eAllb1y and IAEA. It i8 ala0 firmly established that Israel 

i8 conrtantly otrengthening and expanding this arsenal with direct 

aasiatance from the Government of the United Statea, the leader of the 

ruthless campaign against Iraq inaide and outside the Security Council. 

"There are also daily reports that convey disturbing news of very 

large arms deals being made by Iran with many countries for the purpose 

of obtaining long-range misailea and miseile technology for producing 

them inride Iran, strengthening it8 arsenal of chemical weapona and 

developing its capacity to produce nuclear wesponr. The reports, the 

mo8t rignificant of which include report8 frm Wea;tern aourcee, even 

affirm that Iran is endeavouring to obtain cr ha8 perhaps already 

actually obtained nuclear warhead8 ready fox use" (W2472Lpp. 3-4). 

The said letter reached the following a0riot8 conclu8iona 

"The80 fact8 not only raise in an acute form the question of the 

double standard8 the Security Council applies in the reeolutioas it 

adopt8 but also confirm the selective and biased approach that the same 

Council pursues in dealing with the various part8 and sections of tbe8e 

rerolutions, and particularly with regard to resolution 607 (1991). 

by rssolution 687 (1991) ia given high priority in the Council's agenda 

MQ it8 resolutions and proceQure8, the Cou~.cil deliberately dhreg8rdS 

that vital part of the resolution that relate8 to other countriea in tho 
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U3gi0tb and ft leaves the way open to Israel and Iran in particular to 

strengthen their arsenals, of weapons of mass destruction. 

"This reality thoroughly discredits the basis given by the Security 

Council for the adoption of ita peculiar and unjust resolution 687 (1991) 

and of the other peculiar and unjust resolutions ft has adopted against 

Iraq. It reveals, with unamb?guous clarity, that the real driving force 

behind the adoption of this and other resolutions wa6 not action 

supported by the Charter or the claim made in the preamble to the 

reaolutiorr that the Council was acting to maintain security and stability 

in tbe region. The true motive was rather that of destroying a 

particular Arab country, namolv Iraq, depriving it of the means of 

defending itself, destroying its industrial capacities even in civPlian 

fields, blockading it by land, sea and air, killing its peop3e by 

depriving it of food and medicine , and plundering ita asseta deposited 

over8ea8. This baa beesl done on the basis of an imperialist policy 

determined prfmarily by the Governments of the United States, United 

Kingdom and France , which have used the Security CounciI as a tool for 

this policy with a view to restoring their control over the region and 

plundering its en~tmous of1 wealth". (-4) 

Past experience regarding the manner in which the Security Council &as 

%ealt with Iraq, with the questions of security end atability in the region. 

and with tbe issuer, of legitimate people's rights coaf5.rm what we have always 

redn+sn~~~A,; as-~-= ti*=t k&e _ -__- --.."-J policy 6: ioubie standaMe dominates the way the 

Council has dealt with Iraq under the Pressure of the itflueatial Powers in 

the Council. This dealing by double atandar&s also underscorea the fact that 

a policy of injustice and abuse hos always been Pursued against Iraq in a 
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manner that fs unprecodonted in the vholo history of United Nations-Iraq 

The imposition of blockade is an act of war and connected with the 

conditiona of war. This has been the norm prevailing in international law and 

internetional relations. The Security Council, however, has continued to 

impose its blockade upon Iraq despite an established cease-fire and the fact 

that the conditions which were used as a pretext to impose the blockade have 

long disappeared, and irrespective of the suffering brought upon the people of 

Iraq through this iniquitous seige. 

Right, justice and fairness diet :te that this policy muat be radically 

changed. Iraq has implemented the obligations imposed upon it, and has 

cooperated in a positive manner with the Security Council and tbo United 

Nations. The circumstances which the Council ueed as a pretext for imposing 

tbe embargo against the people of Iraq and for adopting a long series of 

extraordinary and erbftrary measures that threaten Iraq's security and 

sovereignty have Uisappoared. 
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The determination to keep this embargo in place againat fraq amount6 in 

fact to the perpetration of the crime of genocide against the people of Iraq. 

Roth the Security Council am an organ and the number8 of the Council a.0 

St8te8, each accordiag to the extent of its responsibility, will bear the 

responsibility for this crime for as loag ar the embargo continues to be 

&aposed upon the people of Iraq. 

The fplpoaition of this embargo agaiast Iraq has caused the death of 

thousands of children. During the period from January through October 1991, 

1,977 children under five year8 of age died from cause6 related to the effect8 

of the ecoaomic embargo, including pneumonia, malnutrftion aad. diarrhma. For 

the name period in 1992, the total number of death8 among such children war 

3,831, an increase of 93 per cent over the 1991 total. In the cam of those 

children of over five yearr of age, deaths in the period ftom January through 

October 1991 from cauaea directly related to the economic embargo, such ao 

diabetes, hyptttm8iOlo and aalignaat tuuours, totalled 4.506; for the eeme 

prfod in 1992, tie figure was 6,399, an increase of 42 per cent over the 1991 

total. 

Moreover, the embargo har deprived Iraqi gupP111 and atudenta of their 

learaisg and educational needs. That is in addition to the bitterly cruel 

suffering of tha Iraqi people a8 a result of shortages of food, medicines aad 

medical eupplier, not to mwtioa the deterioration of the level8 of all 

rervfccpa and deprivation of aaay of the orsentiala of every-day life. 

Zoq bee been prevented from importing flood-control equipawtntr 

aqricultural equipment and supplies, ineluding pesticides aad herbicidesrr aad 

all equipment related to the provirion of urban servicea. Thus, the effect5 
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of the aabargo have not been liaitdl to people, but have also led to the 

titorioration of the environment, LI is confirmed by the eye-witness reports 

of intornatianal ai8sions and the foreign media. 

The people and the Government of Iraq are prevented from using Yhed-wing 

civLlian aircraft for transportation between Iraq and other countries. The 

sanctions Committee has rejected even the return from abroad of civilian Iraqi 

Airw&ya ylaaed in order to protect them from damage. Hercuin we at% faced by a 

naked paradox: while the Council places a very heavy emphasis on the alleged 

loam of property of those who havo c?.eimed damag3a in connection with the 

qumrtion of Kuwait - claims that have not been substantiated or sufficiently 

80cumentfib - it dslibsrately squanders Iraq’s clear, well-established assets. 

United Nations inrpectors and officials travel to Iraq in fixed-wing 

planoa, but Iraqi officials - including those who coma to address the United 

Yatiom - are not permitted to use such planes for travel fron, frsq. to other 

countrie8. Iragi patients who are forced to travel to Jordan for tne Pwdical 

treatPunt that no longer exfrtr in Iraq because of the inhuman embargo have ts, 

boar the hardllhipa of ttavol by car for distance8 erce8ding 1,000 ItilometreY 

with the rerult tbet 8oma of thera die before reachin~~ horpital. In 

t?oa@ari(108, any United WC3 on8 officials with a COIWJ~ colea ir piomptly flown 

out of Ixag by fimnad-wing afrcraft to n3ighbouriny eoL3tr!~s at the Iraqi 

pmoplr’a orpaw*. Them tire but exaqle~ of thm manrlex In which the Yecurity 

COuncil treat8 our psi+?.* an& our coul&ry~. 

Xn hi8 lettor of 28 Occobsr, our i?oreiga Fin:6ter refsxad to the rrariver 

of arbitrary rssolutions ar4 metis?~res adopted by tba Counail in addition to 

its Wiolution m7 tP39z) c II: is iligh time they were al? firaati~st3p reviewed. 
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The+ Council knows full ml1 that tboeo rseolutione and emaeufee wets 

adopted at a time when a spscfsl staoephere prevailed, neemly the atmosphere 

of auxbinatiug crisis againat Iraq in line with certain political wishes of 

the Bush AdrPinietratioo with which the Council went along and adopted those 

reeolutione. lo* that thoea circumetaucse no longer pertain and a stable 

relationehip exists b4stueen the competent authorities ia Iraq and the 

representatives of the Special Coeuniesfoa and the fnternationel Atomic Energy 

Agency, aide hy side with the objective professional approach we have adopted, 

thsre is a need for all those waeuree and the provisions of the no longer 

neceeeery Security Council'e resolution8 to be drastically revieved. 

The uee of foreign helicopters by the inspection teaPl8 is no longer 

justified. We have always etrseesd the fact that foreign helicopters are 

being used in pursuit of intelligence purpoees that threaten Itaq’e 

eoverebqnty and security, and that have nothing to do with the purposes of 

reeolution 687 (1993). We have propooed that those foreign helicopters be 

replaced by Iraqi helicopters, which the United Uatione teeeu could use 

v&never necessary, in a profeeeional manner and in coordination with the 

Zraqi autborfties. 

We have called end reiterate our call for a halt to the activities of 

United States U-2 spy planes, which - as we proved clearly in out previous 

statement to ths Council - us0 the cover of the United Uatione to l py on Zraq, 

for political and intelligence purposes that have nothing to do with 

resolution 687 (1991). We have propoesd the practical solution of using 

aircraft from h neutral State. We have declared our readiness to e&he 

available Iraqi aircraft for use in cooperation with United ltatione orgaue so 

that it8 tasks raay remain within the purely professional fremuork sstabliehsd 

in resolution 687 (1991). 
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If Unitad Y&ion8 officials need fixed-winq aircraft for travel to and 

from Iruq, why do they not use the civilian Iraqi planes that lie idle snd are 

themby expoasd ta damage, rather than wing foreign planes at Ir8q's expense? 

Gpacial care rhould be taken in all the activities of United Hationa 

aP8rions to respect the aovereignty and dignity of Iraq. Iraq, an ancient 

country that cherishma its indmpeadenca , will never tolerate any act intended 

to encroach on itr sovereignty or to trample its dignity. 
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k?o 8trers once again tb~ grbat importance of tbe question of aocurity and 

rtability in the region and the nccceaaity of dealing in a balanced mannur with 

all it8 countrier. Al1 fair-minded people among the atatea&%nn, rOsearClUra 

aud obserwrr of the region, and those who follow t?r affaira from thv 

outside. emphasiro that after the deliberate dsstr *,fon and weakeuing 

inflicted upon Iraq, the security and stability of the region have continued 

to deteriorate from one day to the next. 

The special desires of certaiu influential rulers and the effect8 of 

certain of thair internal circumstances have led to a delibercrte cover up Of 

all thaoe fact8. Mow that those rrpecial circumat.ancea have disappeared, the 

ritualzion in the region should be looked into more responsibly. 

To focus on &ripping Iraq of ita national security capabilities and the 

means of protecting its people, and to impose iniquitous conditions, which 

violate it8 sovereignty an& security under the guise of future monitori*rj, is 

to leave tbo aituetion in the region without any serious moaitoriag. This 

does not awve 8ecurity and ntabilfty in the regfon. It hes in fact led to 

it8 deatabiliaation. 

Wa call for the adoption of comprehensive measuroa 811 over the region, 

UI provf~m3 for in resolution 687 (1991), and au callob for by at2 responsible 

leaderv. Yrcp should be part of thocre meaaureu rathnr t&an beiog the co-try 

that i8 h~qlad out in reynrd to ti&r application. To that end, Iraq ia 

rraUy for constructive tiad responsn%'~ cooper&ion. 
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The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): The next speaker is

Mr. Hans B1ix, Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency, to

whom the Council has addressed an invitation under rule 39 of its provisional

rules of procedure.

I invite him to take a place at the Council table and to make his

statement.

Mr. BLIX: Under paragraph 13 of Security Council resolution

687 (1991), the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA) was directed to carry out three tasks with a view to dismantling Iraq's

nuclear capability: first, to identify, through on-site inspections, Iraq's

nuclear capabilities; secondly, to destroy, remove or render harmless all

nuclear weapons, nuclear-weapons-usable material, any sub-systems or

components, or any related research, development, support or manufacturing

facilities; and, thirdly, to develop and implement a plan for the future

ongoing monitoring and verification of Iraq's compliance with the requirement

not to acquire or develop a nuclear-weapon capability.

Taken together, the implementation of these tasks and the completion of

the necessary actions by Iraq, critically important in themselves, were seen

as part of the steps towards the goal of establishing in the Middle East a

zone free of weapons of mass destruction. This makes the full and early

implementation of these tasks, and the cooperation of Iraq, all the more

desirable.

On 11 March of this year, I reported to the Council that after

10 inspection missions to Iraq much progress had been made in the first

two tasks laid upon me by the Council, while implementation of the plan for

long-term monitoring had not yet started. Since March, five more Agency
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missions have taken place and considerable further investigative and other

work has been carried out. As a result important parts of the first two tasks

have been fulfilled and the Agency has begun implementing elements of the

third task - that of long-term monitoring and verification.

The first task, the complete mapping of Iraq's nuclear capabilities,

requires that we identify all Iraq's nuclear-relevant resources and the

foreign sources of supply and technology. In the course of the 15 missions

undertaken to date in Iraq, our teams have visited more than 70 sites and

gradually mapped a broadly based secret nuclear programme aimed at the

production of enriched uranium and at the development of nuclear-weapon

capabilities. In the course of these inspection visits, the IAEA has held

numerous discussions with the Iraqi authorities.

As early as in March I reported to the Council that a fairly consistent

and coherent picture of Iraq's nuclear programme was emerging. What we have

seen and learned since March has not modified that picture but added to it.

Although the picture is comprehensive and detailed, we cannot be certain that

it is complete. Iraq's unwillingness so far to reveal foreign sources of

equipment, material and technology makes it difficult to ascertain whether all

nuclear-related imported equipment and material has been identified. New

information, positively evaluated by the Special Commission and the Agency,

could also point to sites which would require inspection - after designation

by the Special Commission. We therefore see a need for continued on-site

inspection.

Since March the Agency has devoted much work to the second task assigned

to it, that of ensuring the destruction, removal or rendering harmless, as

appropriate, of facilities and equipment related to the clandestine nuclear
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programme. Key buildings, equipment and material ha~e been destroyed or

rendered harmless. The installations at Al Atheer, Tarmiya and Ash Sharqat

can no longer be used for the nuclear purposes for which they were intended.

The Iraqi authorities have actively cooperated in these operations under the

direction of the IAEA inspection teams, and we would expect them to continue

being cooperative in these matters.

The only nuclear-weapons-usable material known to remain in Iraq at

present is the highly enriched uranium in irradiated reactor fuel assemblies.

Removal of this material awaits conclusion of the necessary arrangements with

recipient countries. The material has been verified by the Agency's teams and

is being kept under its control until it is removed.

The IAEA has now begun to phase in elements of the third task - the

future ongoing monitoring and verification of Iraq's compliance with the

Security Council resolutions. As may be concluded from my remarks, the steps

taken are without prejudice to the continued investigative activities of the

IAEA.

The implementation of long-term monitoring meets with some cooperation

and also some resistance from the Iraqi side. The Iraqi authorities continue

to challenge the legitimacy of the plans approved by the Security Council

under resolution 715 (1991). It is of particular concern that the letter of

28 October 1992 addressed to the Secretary-General by the Minister for Foreign

Affairs of Iraq (S/24726) has restated Iraq's non-acceptance of

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991) in strong terms.

I wish to reiterate the remarks I made last March before the Council that

the lack of full and explicit acceptance of resolutions 707 (1991) and

715 (1991) ignores the binding nature of those resolutions. It appears also
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to ignore Iraq's own explicit acceptance of resolution 687 (1991), which in

paragraph 12 lays upon Iraq the obligation to accept the plan for the future

ongoing monitoring and verification in the nuclear sphere. Acceptance of

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991) is essential in order to establish an

effective and reliable system of ongoing monitoring and verification in Iraq.

I must also report that the Iraqi authorities continue to delay their

compliance with our repeated requests that they provide clear and complete

information concerning the items which are to be reported to the Agency under

the plan for future ongoing monitoring and verification. They have still to

provide information on all relevant items, including those which they have

said were destroyed during and after the armed conflict - that is to say, all

nuclear relevant items existing in Iraq as of 1 January 1989. Iraq has only

very recently indicated to us its readiness to submit before the end of this

year information concerning all these items.
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While Iraq has provided much information to the IAEA under resolution

687 (1991) - some on its own initiative, much prompted by discoveries made by

the inspection teams - decisions have been taken at a political level in Iraq

not to provide key procurement information. This information is needed to

dispel existing suspicions that more equipment and material may remain in Iraq

than what has been identified. These procurement data, which the Agency is

now trying to acquire through the cooperation of a number of Governments, are

needed to permit independent verification of the completeness of the

disclosures made so far by the Iraqi authorities. They are also needed to

ensure that all nuclear-relevant material, equipment and machine tools

existing in Iraq are submitted to effective long-term monitoring.

Furthermore, data about past procurements may be critical to the establishment

of a meaningful mechanism for import control, as called for in paragraph 7 of

resolution 715 (1991). Lastly, detailed information on the Iraqi procurement

network would help to ensure that previous channels used to obtain proscribed

items would not remain available to Iraq to resume prohibited programmes. In

the important area of procurement information, there is no full, final and

complete disclosure; there is hardly any disclosure.

I must therefore report to the Security Council that I cannot conclude

that Iraq has fully complied with its obligations under the relevant

resolutions as these resolutions relate to the tasks laid upon the IAEA.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): The next speaker is

Mr. Rolf Ekeus, Executive Chairman of the Special Commission, to whom the

Council has extended an invitation under rule 39 of its provisional rules of

procedure. I invite him to take a place at the Council table and to make his

statement.
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Mr. EKEUS: The last time I spoke to the Security Council in formal

session was in March 1992. That was also the last occasion when the Council

was addressed by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq. Thus. the question now

is: has there been real progress since that time?

Since March 1992 I have had occasio~ in a number of private meetings. to

bring the Council up to date on the Special Commission's activities. On

16 June 1992 a detailed six-monthly report was circulated in document

S/24108. and a further one will be forthcoming before the middle of next

month. On 19 October a report from the Special Commission on the status of

the implementation of the plan for ongoing monitoring and verification was

circulated in document S/24661. In the light of these documents and the

briefings I have given. I do not believe that a useful purpose would be served

by my attempting to recount today all the activities of the Commission since

March 1992. Nor will I detail all the points on which the Commission finds

itself in disagreement with Iraq's so-called factual report of the measures

taken by Iraq in implementation of section C of Security Council resolution

687 (1991). That 83-page document was received by the Commission only on

Friday and I do not believe that it has been circulated as yet in document

form to the Council. To the extent that detailed comment is required. it will

be contained in the Commission's December report to the Council. In these

circumstances. what is called for today in answer to the question I have posed

is a more general assessment by the Commission of where we stand.

The Special Commission is a subsidiary organ of the Security Council and

its sole function is to carry out, to the best of its ability, the executive

mandate conferred on it by the Council. The Commission wishes to discharge

this mandate as soon as possible, and it has no interest whatsoever in
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prolonging the various stages of its three-fold responsibilities. These are:

first, the identification of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction in the fields

assigned to the Commission and the related programmes for their procurement

and production; secondly, the destruction, removal or rendering harmless of

proscribed items and facilities; and, thirdly, the institution of a credible

system of ongoing monitoring and verification of Iraq's compliance with its

obligations not to acquire again such weapons of mass destruction.

The speed with which the Commission can discharge its responsibilities is

in large measure determined by the degree of Iraq's cooperation. Eight months

ago I had to report to the Council that the first stage was not complete.

That remains the case today. Iraq has still not provided the full, final and

complete disclosure of all aspects of its programmes to develop weapons of

mass destruction, as called for by Security Council resolution 707 (1991).

The information which Iraq has asserted constitutes a.full, final and

comprehensive report was found unanimously by the Commission, at its fourth

plenary session last month, to be flawed and incomplete.

This is because Iraq has continued to refuse to provide and to

substantiate vital information on such matters as foreign procurement, and

indigenous production and operational use of weapons in the various internal

and external conflicts in which Iraq has been involved. Almost the entire

documentation needed to substantiate its account of its chemical, biological

and bacteriological programmes has been denied to the Commission. The same is

true in the missile field. Iraq claims that it has destroyed all records and

documents relating to proscribed activities under Security Council resolution

687 (1991). Such destruct~on would constitute a breach of Iraq's obligations

under the Council's resolutions to cease the destruction of and to permit
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unrestricted access to all relevant records. In any event, the Commission

finds it well-nigh inconceivable that Iraq spent billions of dollars and years

of research on its programmes and has now destroyed every record of those

programmes and of the technology on which they were based. Without supporting

authentic documentation, it is not possible to substantiate the information

supplied by Iraq.

However, some progress has been made since last March in compiling more

information on Iraq's programmes for weapons of mass destruction as they

existed at the outbreak of the Gulf conflict. This has once again very

largely been the result of further painstaking inspections in conjunction with

lengthy seminar-type meetings with senior Iraqi officials concerned.
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While there have been some positive indications of a ~ore forthcoming attitude

on the part of some of those responsible for Iraq's military programmes to the

provision of certain missing information, most notably in the area of

ballistic missiles, a complete, credible and coherent picture, and thus a

thorough understanding of Iraq's programmes for weapons of mass destruction,

is not yet at hand. Compliance by Iraq with all aspects of the first stage of

the Commission's mandate cannot therefore be reported at this time.

When I spoke to the Council eight months ago, I was able to say that

Iraq's cooperation had been good in the destruction of weapons that it had

declared. This continues to be the case, particularly with regard to chemical

weapons. Facilities built by Iraq, under the Commission's supervision, are

now operative at the main site of the Al Muthanna State Establishment and are

destroying Iraq's stocks of nerve and mustard agents.

As regards the disposal of the capabilities for the production of weapons

of mass destruction, I had to report in March 1992 that Iraq was imposing

impediments to the destruction of certain missile-producing capabilities. I

am happy to say today that these particUlar impediments were overcome,

following a strong reaction by the Security Council and its members to Iraq's

refusal to carry out the Commission's instructions. Indeed, all cases of

destruction of major facilities under resolution 687 (1991) have required

strong backing by Council members before it was possible to carry out the

destruction. Many items and facilities remain under seal awaiting a final

decision on whether they should be destroyed, removed or rendered harmless for

subsequent use in permitted activities under international monitoring. This

phase of the Commission's activities thus remains incomplete, as it did eight

months ago, Until the final decision just referred to has been taken and
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implemented, the Commission cannot certify that Iraq is in substantial

compliance with this phase of the Commission's mandate.

The third stage, however, is where the most serious problems arise.

Eight months ago I reported an impasse. Since March this has been yet again

and even more forcefully confirmed. Iraq has consistently refused to

acknowledge the existence of its obligations under Security Council

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991), and the plans for ongoing monitoring

and verification approved by the latter resolution, with the Council acting

under Chapter VII of the Charter.

From the very beginning, in its public pronouncements and private

conversations, Iraq has indicated that it is only willing to accept ongoing

monitoring and verification in principle, and on its own terms. In effect,

those terms appear to be Iraq's exclusive understanding of paragraphs 10

and 12 of Security Council resolution 687 (1991). This is an understanding

that places the most severe limitations on any form of monitoring. These

limitations are expressed in the form of considerations of sovereignty,

national security, dignity and non-interference in Iraq's internal affairs and

industrial development. In each instance, these considerations are to be

interpreted by Iraq. This position could not be more clearly enunciated than

it is in the letter of 28 October 1992 addressed to the Secretary-General by

the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Iraq and circulated to the Council in

document S/24726. In part 11, paragraph 1, of that letter, Iraq declares that

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991), adopted unanimously by the Council,

reveal "the most dangerous and crudest aspects" of the parties hostile to Iraq

and that these resolutions constitute a violation of Iraq's sovereignty. Iraq
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calls upon "the Council to conduct a radical review, on a basis of justice and

fairness, of the terms and provisions of these two resolutions".

In the view of the Commission that letter, taken as a whole, is a most

retrograde step and illustrates that the promises made of a new approach and

renewed cooperation are without real substance. It will be noted that the

so-called factual report just submitted studiously avoids reference to

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991), thus continuing Iraq's consistent

refusal to acknowledge these resolutions. To the extent that Iraq has taken

any steps in regard to ongoing monitoring and verification, it has done so in

a manner that does not meet the requirements of resolution 715 (1991) and the

Commission's plan approved thereunder. The declarations it has filed comply

neither in substance nor in timing with the requirements of the plan. The

Commission last month found these declarations to be flawed and incomplete, as

I have just recalled. .'

The Special Commission, as a subsidiary organ of the Council bound by the

Council's decisions, cannot, in the face of Iraq's consistent and unyielding

opposition to the Council's regime, fully institute the regime for ongoing

monitoring and verification adopted by the Council. Once Iraq acknowledges

its obligations under resolution 715 (1991) and the plans approved thereunder,

the Commission could, however, determine the extent to which Iraq's legitimate

concerns can be accommodated within the requirements for a credible system of

monitoring and verification. If Iraq refuses that acknowledgement and if

sanctions and the oil embargo were to be lifted, there can be no doubt that

the effectiveness of the Special Commission in Iraq would be gravely impaired.

This is clearly confirmed by the Foreign Minister's letter of 28 October,

in which he reiterates objections not only to resolutions 707 (1991) and
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715 (1991), but also to essential aspects of the Commission's operations in

Iraq, in particular its air transportation, helicopter and high-altitude

surveillance activities. These activities are clearly authorized by Council

resolutions adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter, but Iraq has

consistently objected to them. Thus, if sanctions and the oil embargo were to

end without Iraq's unconditional acceptance of its obligations under

resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991), the Commission's air transportation and

aerial surveillance would be halted by withdrawal of Iraq's current de facto

acquiescence, and monitoring and verification would be reduced purely to

visits to such installations as Iraq selected and at such times as Iraq

permitted.

Since last March, the Special Commission has also been called upon to

defend vigorously the privileges and immunities of its staff and inspectors in

Iraq, in particular, their safety and security. Violence reached a new level

in the Ministry of Agriculture incident, when an attempt was made to stab an

inspector. After that incident, there were repeated acts of vandalism against

the Commission's property and what appears to have been a coordinated

programme of low-level harassment of individual Commission personnel -

written and telephoned death threats, incidents involving various degrees of

violence, refusal to provide hotel and other services, and similar acts. The

authorities have asserted that these are spontaneous acts of individuals to

demonstrate their opposition to United Nations activities in Iraq. The

Commission has found such arguments to be unacceptable and its frequent

protests now appear to be bearing some fruit. I can report to the Council

that currently there are fewer incidents of individual harassment than was

recently the case.
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I must on this occasion comment upon the remarks in the Foreign

Minister's letter of 28 October on the conduct of our inspectors and staff.

Inspection personnel and other staff deserve our tribute for their competence,

courage and dedication. They have acted in the most professional manner,

often in most difficult and trying circumstances, in seeking to identify and

map out Iraq's programmes. If, on occasion, their activities have appeared

intrusive, this is an intrusiveness brought about by lack of cooperation by

Iraq and by a sincere desire on the part of the inspection teams to ensure

that the Council's mandates are carried out.

Security Council resolution 687 (1991) contains comprehensive provisions

on what is expected of Iraq in order for sanctions on imports to Iraq to be

relaxed and the embargo against oil exports lifted. The degree of Iraq's

compliance in each of these respects is a matter to be determined by the

Council. The Special Commission, however, is aware that it is required to

furnish the Council with information on the status of Iraq's compliance with

section C of resolution 687 (1991), regarding weapons of mass destruction, and

that such information will have an impact on the Council's decisions under

paragraphs 21 and 22 of that resolution.

Paragraph 22, in particular, links the lifting of the oil embargo to

Iraq's compliance with section C of resolution 687 (1991) alone. I have

'. ~

repeatedly informed the Iraqi authorities that when the Special Commission is

in good faith convinced that Iraq is in compliance with the actions called for

by section C of the resolution, the Commission will so report to the Council.

In making a determination under paragraph 22, the Council will, of

course, take into account all information available to it, over and above what
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is reported by the Special Commission and by the International Atomic Energy

Agency (IAEA). However, I would trust that prime importance would be attached

to the assessments of the Commission and the Director General of the IAEA as

the Council's executives under section C of resolution 687 (1991). I look

forward to the day when positive reports can be placed before the Council, and

the earlier the better.

But if the course pursued at present by Iraq continues, particularly

where resolutions 707 (1991) and 715 (1991) are concerned, it is with much

regret that I believe that the Executive Chairman of the Special Commission

will have to come to the Council again with the assessment that I made last

March - namely, that the possibility of the Special Commission's certifying

Iraq's compliance with its obligations under section C of resolution

687 (1991) does not even arise.

This need not be the case. The solution is, in fact, simple. The

Government of Iraq must make a genuine commitment to carry out all its

obligations under resolutions 687 (1991), 707 (1991) and 715 (1991). That

genuine commitment must be backed up by deeds. When that happens, the

Commission will do its duty. It will report to the Council that in its view

Iraq has met and is meeting all its obligations under section C of Security

Council resolution 687 (1991).

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): The next speaker is

Mr. Jan Eliasson, Under-Secretary-Genera1 for Humanitarian Affairs and the

Emergency Relief Coordinator, to whom the Council has issued an invitation

under rule 39 of its provisional rules of procedure. I now call on him.
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Mr. ELIASSON: As Council members know, the Secretary-General

authorized me to sign, on his behalf, a Memorandum of Understanding between

the United Nations and the Government of Iraq on 22 October this year. On the

basis of this Memorandum of Understanding, a plan of action was finalized to

respond to the humanitarian needs of the civilian population throughout Iraq.

The plan of action covers a six-month period ending on 31 March 1993. Its

different components correspond to an amount of more than $250 million. The

programme covers all regions of Iraq but has an emphasis on the urgency of

bringing humanitarian assistance to the northern provinces of Iraq due to the

impending harsh winter conditions and the existence of internal supply

restrictions to that part of the country.

As Council members also know, the humanitarian programme in Iraq was

grinding to a halt after 1 July, when it became evident that the existing

Memorandum of Understanding was not at that time to be extended by the

Government of Iraq. Security problems persisted in the north; harassment of

United Nations personnel took place; visas, trucking and travel permits were

to a large extent not extended; and the number of United Nations guards was

slightly more than 100 - as compared to slightly more than 400 in April and

May. By September, total United Nations personnel numbered less than 200, and

there was no United Nations international presence at all in the south of the

country.

Since the signature of the Memorandum of Understanding on 22 October, the

humanitarian programme is in an active implementation stage within the

framework of available financial resources. It is a struggle for time, since

winter conditions in the north may make deliveries very difficult. Visas to

United Nations personnel have been extended for the duration of the plan of

action, with the possibility of a review of their validity by the Iraqi
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Government at the beginning of next year. Eighty-nine new United Nations

guards have received visas and been deployed, bringing the total number of

United Nations guards now to 195. Another 105 United Nations guards are

expected by December through rotation. The great majority of the United

Nations guards will be posted in the northern provinces. A small headquarters

unit will be placed in Baghdad.

The most urgent supply needed for the northern part of Iraq is kerosene.

Ten million litres of kerosene, valued at $2.9 million, will be delivered to

the Sulaymaniyah and Arbi1 Governorates. The first deliveries were made on

18 November. Another 20 million litres of kerosene are to be purchased soon,

both inside and outside Iraq. Both the northern and the southern routes will

be used for deliveries. The purchases of fuel have been made by the United

Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) in cooperation with the non-governmental

organization CARE.

UNICEF is also starting a national vaccination campaign for the whole of

the country today, 23 November. The World Health Organization (WHO) will

shortly be distributing medicines, valued at $2 million, to various parts of

Iraq.

As far as food is concerned, the World Food Programme (WFP) has

5,200 metric tons stocked in the country, of which 2,000 metric tons are in

the north. Ten thousand metric tons are now being transported to Turkey for

further delivery into Iraq. Another 10,000 tons should be forthcoming for

distribution in the south. The plan of the World Food Programme is to supply

27,000 metric tons of wheat flour to the north and 16,200 metric tons of wheat

flour to the rest of the country.
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As the Council knows, there have been certain disturbances of traffic

from Turkey into Iraq recently. With the cessation of fighting in the north a

limited amount of traffic into northern Iraq is now possible. A substantial

delivery of goods has taken place over the weekend, and today it has been

reported to have reached its final destinations. The Government of Iraq has

cooperated with the United Nations in making such deliveries possible under

the umbrella of the plan of action and with the active participation of

appropriate United Nations agencies.

For the success of this important, and indeed complex, operation, it is

now essential to have the full cooperation of the Iraqi Government and the

financial support of the Member States for the humanitarian programme to

Iraq. All over the country the humanitarian needs are considerable,

particularly among the vulnerable groups. Right now attention is very much

focused on the situation in the north. But, as the Secretary-General has

pointed out, there are urgent needs to be addressed in other parts of the

country, not least in the south, where the situation in the health and

sanitation sector is particularly serious.

From the side of the United Nations we count on the continued cooperation

for the duration of the programme from the Government of Iraq on such matters

as issuance of visas and travel and truck permits; cooperation in having

activities and field presence in the south; agreement on reasonable pricing of

fuel; and cooperation with relevant non-governmental organizations on the

basis of the Memorandum of Understanding and the plan of action.
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For the programme to be implemented successfully it is urgently necessary

that funding be made available under the United Nations umbrella. Financial

resources were seriously lacking upon the signature of the Memorandum of

Understanding in October. Therefore, the new Central Emergency Revolving Fund

had to be used for urgent deliveries of fuel to the north. Some contributions

have been received in the last few weeks. But, if the United Nations is to

deliver humanitarian aid on an urgent basis, it is important that substantial

contributions be made in the very near future.

Let me conclude by stating that this programme is being monitored

day-by-day due to the magnitude of the needs and the urgency of delivering

humanitarian aid, in view of the impending winter in the northern area. At

the same time, it is important, as I have already mentioned, to remember that

the programme is intended to cover humanitarian needs all over the country.

Assistant-Secretary-General Richard Foran, who is our coordinator in Baghdad,

has just concluded a visit to the south and is presently visiting the northern

areas. We will receive his report in the next few days.

In the mean time, the concerned United Nations agencies, particularly

those with the direct operational responsibility, are substantially

strengthening their presence in Iraq. The total number of United Nations

personnel in the country today is approximately 360, of whom UNICEF has 35 and

the World Food Programme 10. In the near future, we count on growing figures

for these and other agencies, as well as non-governmental organizations

personnel and United Nations guards, thereby assuring an adequate staffing

level to implement - again with the proper financial support - the United

Nations inter-agency programme for Iraq.
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Mr. van der Stoel, to whom the Council has extended an invitation under

rule 39 of its provisional rules of procedure. I invite him to take a place

at the Council table and to make his statement.

Mr. VAN DER STOEL: During the meeting of the Security Council on

11 August I quoted resolution 688 (1991) of 5 April 1991, which demands that

Iraq, as a contribution to removing the threat to international peace and

security in the region, immediately end the repression of the Iraqi civilian

population.

On the basis of the evidence I received - statements of witnesses,

documents, audio and video cassettes - I had to conclude that Iraq had still

not ended its policy of repression and was therefore continuing its refusal to

comply with that resolution.

The Government of Iraq has repeatedly stated that this conclusion was a

subjective and biased one. However, the only yardsticks I have used were the

international human rights instruments to which Iraq had decided to accede,

thus imposing on itself an obligation under international law to respect and

implement the provisions of, to give just a few examples, the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the Convention on the Prevention and

Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

The Government of Iraq has also repeatedly referred to special

circumstances such as the war between Iran and Iraq, the Gulf War, the

uprisings in the spring of 1991 and the economic embargo, all of which it

alleges had a negative impact on the human rights situation in Iraq.
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Leaving aside the question of where the responsibility lies for these

so-called special circumstances, there is not the slightest doubt that the

norms of applicable international law do not allow even in special

circumstances summary or arbitrary executions and forced disappearances or

torture. All this has happened in Iraq, not incidentally but on a massive

scale. Moreover, there are reasons to fear that even if these special

circumstances were to disappear the violations of human rights would continue.

The present order in Iraq has all the characteristics of a totalitarian

system and precludes full respect of human rights obligations. Specifically,

so long as the rule of law remains undermined by the parallel orders of

extrajudicial and even extralegal rule, administered essentially by a security

apparatus accountable only to the inner circle of the presidency, there cannot

be any meaningful enjoyment of human rights or any genuine respect for the

dignity of the individual.

Resolution 688 (1991) also insists that Iraq allow immediate access by

international humanitarian organizations to all those in need of assistance in

all parts of Iraq and to make available all necessary facilities for their

operations. In my view, this part of the resolution has to be seen against

the background of the specific human rights to food and health - under

articles 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights, respectively - and, where the minimums are not respected,

respect for the right to life, under article 6 of the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights.
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However, events, especially in the course of this year, have increasingly

made it clear that Iraq refuses to implement in full this part of resolution

688 (1991). To elaborate this point, I quote one sentence from a letter of

the Secretary-General to the President of the Security Council dated 24 August:

"From the United Nations perspective the Government's position prevents

the inter-agency humanitarian programme from providing effective

humanitarian assistance to vulnerable groups in Iraq."

~.
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I also have to recall that United Nations personnel participating in the

inter-agency humanitarian programme have repeatedly been subjected to

harassment, vandalism and violence. The great majority of these incidents

have occured in Government-controlled areas. Several incidents have occurred

at Government checkpoints, thus casting a strange light on the contention of

the Government of Iraq that the incidents were the result of spontaneous

outbursts of popular anger.

In other cases, assaults have occurred in the presence of local police or

Government security personnel, who have failed to intervene. In the

deteriorating security situation, non-governmental organizations, which have

such a vital role to play in humanitarian programmes, have found it almost

impossible to continue their work.

Many people are suffering in Iraq, in the north, in the centre and in the

south, and it was therefore hoped that the Memorandum of Understanding

concerning humanitarian operations in Iraq, which expired on 1 July, could be

extended without delay. However, it was only on 22 October that a new

Memorandum of Understandiny was signed, but United Nations sub-offices and

United Nations guards were no longer allowed in the south of the country,

notwithstanding the warning of the Secretary-General, in the letter I have

just quoted, that in the absence of a United Nations presence in the south a

reliable assessment of conditions prevailing in that region would not be

possible.

In a letter which the Government of Iraq addressed to me on 23 January

this year, and which was included in my report on the human rights situation

in Iraq of 18 February (S/23685/Add.l), the Government of Iraq agreed with me

that as far as access to food and health care requirements were concerned the
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obligations of non-discrimination arising under article 2 of the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights did not depend on the degree

of availability of the goods. The letter from the Iraqi Government further

states:

"Iraq has scrupulously respected the principle of non-discrimination

in the distribution of basic foodstuffs, which are rationed".

The letter continues:

"This equitable distribution is based on non-discrimination between

citizens and residents and also among citizens themselves, regardless of

their ethnic, religious or linguistic affiliation or the region in which

they are living". (S/23685/Add.1, p. 50)

Notwithstanding these explicit assurances, such discrimination has taken

place, even though the Government of Iraq clearly realizes that this

constitutes a violation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and

Cultural Rights, to which it is a party.

The people in the marshlands to the south are subjected to a complete

blockade. As far as the three Kurdish governorates in the north are

concerned, the supply of food and fuel reaching their destinations has

steadily diminished during the current year, especially in the Governorates of

Arbi1 and Sulaymaniyah. In January this year the food delivered from

Government-controlled parts of Iraq to the north was about 50 per cent of what

ought to have been delivered if the principle of non-discrimination in the

distribution of food rations had really been applied by the Government of

Iraq. By September this had dropped to 8 per cent. In the course of the year

a virtually complete embargo was applied on fuel supplies to the three

northern governorates.
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The Government of Iraq is complaining bitterly about the injustice of the

economic sanctions against Iraq, nothwithstanding the fact that food and

medical supplies are specifically exempted and Security Council resolutions

706 (1991) and 712 (1991) offer the opportunity, not so far used by Iraq, for

Iraq to sell enough oil to be able to buy food supplies and medicine to a

total value of at least $900 million. But at the same time the Government of

Iraq has not hesitated to deny the Kurdish population food and fuel, thus

clearly endangering their rights to food and health as formulated in articles

11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Social, Economic and Cultural

rights.

In the Memorandum of Understanding concluded on 22 October between the

United Nations and the Government of Iraq the Government of Iraq promised to

to take all required measures to facilitate the safe and rapid passage, as

well as the delivery, of humanitarian assistance commodities throughout the

country. However, it took nearly a month before 12 lorries carrying

400,000 litres of heating and cooking oil - which had, moreover, to be bought

at world prices - arrived in the north. In itself, their arrival was a

welcome development, but at the same time it was a modest step, as the total

fuel requirements for the 3 million Kurds in the north during the four winter

months have recently been estimated at 47 million litres of kerosene.

The cutting of food and fuel supplies to the north by the Government of

Iraq has already caused great suffering for the most vulnerable groups amongst

the Iraqi population. Moreover, the fuel shortage has led to such extensive

cutting of wood that the resulting deforestation may cause a major ecological

disaster in the north.
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The stalling of the Iraqi Government during the negotiations concerning a

new Memorandum of Understanding has further aggravated the situation. In his

letter of 24 August to the President of the Security Council the

Secretary-General warned that in the north the population would be placed at

serious risk if adequate food and fuel supplies were not pre-positioned by

November and if the Government did not reinstate adequate food rations by that

date.

I have already concluded that the Government of Iraq was violating its

obligations under articles 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights by imposing its internal embargo on the

Kurds in the north and the inhabitants of the marshlands in the south, but if

it fails to provide its complete and unrestricted cooperation in the effort to

provide food and fuel in adequate quantities it is violating the most

fundamental human right, the right to life.

In one of the most oil-rich countries in the world, thousands of people

are in danger of freezing to death if the Government does not change its

policy rapidly and completely. If the Government of Iraq continues to stall,

it must be aware that its policy will be tantamount to a death sentence for

many of its Kurdish citizens. But when a Government tries to deny the right

to life to a specific community within the State, the question inevitably

arises whether it is engaging in genocidal practices as defined in the

1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
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Let me express the hope that it will not prove necessary to pose that

question, and that the Government of Iraq will ~nd its violations of the

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and will make the necessary

efforts to prevent a new disaster for the Kurdish people and the population of

the southern marshes.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): The next speaker is the

Minister of Information of Kuwait, His Excellency Sheikh Saud Nasser

al-Sabah. I welcome him and invite him to take a place at the Council table

and to make his statement.

Sheikh Saud Nasser AL-SABAH (Kuwait) (interpretation from Arabic):

Mr. President, my delegation has watched with appreciation the way in which

you have guided the work of the Security Council this month, which has already

had a long and heavy agenda. Your efficiency and wisdom deserve

commendation. You are the representative of Hungary, a friend of Kuwait which

stood by us in our moment of distress; your country sought to uphold justice

and repel aggression. It is therefore proper that we should take this

opportunity to place on record our deep gratitude to your friendly country.

It gives me pleasure also to commend your predecessor,

Ambassador Jean-Bernard Merimee of France, for his able stewardship of the

Council last month.

I want also to take this opportunity to express our appreciation, Sir,

for the comprehensive statement you made at the beginning of this meeting.
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This is the second time the Security Council has met to hear a

presentation by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq intended to convince the

Council and the world that Iraq has met its numerous obligations under the

relevant Security Council resolutions on Iraq's aggression against and

occupation of Kuwait.

As members know, at the end of the first such meeting held on 11 and

12 March 1992, the President of the Council read out a brief statement which

read in part:

"'The views of the Security Council having been expressed through

its President and by the statements of its members on the extent of

compliance by the Government of Iraq with its obligations under the

relevant Security Council resolutions, the Security Council has listened

with close attention to the statement by the Deputy Prime Minister of

Iraq and his responses to the questions posed by Council members.

"'The members of the Security Council wish to reiterate their full

support for the statement made by the President of the Council on their

behalf at the opening of the 3059th meeting (S/23699).

"'In the view of the Security Council, the Government of Iraq has

not yet complied fully and unconditionally with those obligations, must

do so and must immediately take the appropriate actions in this regard.

It hopes that the good~ill expressed by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq

will be matched by deeds'''. (S/PV.3059 (Resumption 2), p. 211)
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That was the judgement of the Security Council on the claim by the

representative of Iraq that Iraq had met its obligations under the relevant

Security Council resolutions. The Council expressed its hope that the

goodwill expressed by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq would be matched by

deeds. It is therefore the right of the members of the Council - and of the

people of Kuwait, which was the victim of Iraqi aggression - to ask whether

that expression of goodwill has been matched by good deeds, whether Iraq has

fully complied with Security Council resolutions and whether it is time for

the Security Council to lift or ease the sanctions imposed upon Iraq.

With complete objectivity and sincerity, and with a sense of historic

responsibility towards our people, the people of Kuwait, and their legitimate

interests, security and stabilty - which are an integral part of the security

and stability of our region and of the entire world - we state with profound

regret that Iraq has not met all its obligations under the relevant Security

Council resolutions. Indeed, it seems that Iraq has backed away from some of

the basic obligations it undertook by its solemn and unqualified acceptance of

Security Council resolution 687 (1991).

Perhaps the most obvious example of this is the Iraqi attitude towards

the Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission. Let me begin to address this

important matter by quoting the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq, who spoke

before this Council on 12 March 1992:
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"The first [obligation] concerns respect for the international

boundary. There is no fundamental problem here. There is a minor

problem: the withdrawal of five police posts. Iraq has asked that this

be deferred until the demarcation of the boundary has been completed.

The statement [of the President] notes that the area has been calm since

last October". (S/PV.30S9 (Resumption 2), p. 171)

We wonder - and the Council has every right to wonder too - whether the

actions of the Government of Iraq since that date have been consistent with

the words the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq spoke before the Security

Council. I shall cite hard facts that speak for themselves - all of which

emanate from Iraq.

First, I cite remarks made by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq to the

Jordanian newspaper AI-Dostour on 27 April 1992, as reported by Agence France

Presse that same day:

"Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz implicitly rejected the

decision adopted on 16 April by the United Nations Iraq-Kuwait Boundary

Demarcation Commission. He said the West was well aware that the

boundary was unacceptable and that the problem would remain outstanding."

Second, I cite a statement made on 12 May 1992 at Baghdad by the Speaker

of the Iraqi National Assembly, Mr. Saadi Mahdi Saleh, to a correspondent from

the British newspaper The Independent, which quotes the Speaker as having said

that

"Iraq would not accept the new boundary being drawn up by the United

Nations, which gives some of Iraq's territory to Kuwait".
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Third, I cite a statement made by the Vice-President of the Republic of

Iraq, Mr. Taba Yassin Ramadhan, to the Jordanian weekly AI-Watan on

17 May 1992; he is reported as having referred to "Iraq's prior right to

Kuwait, which is well known and undeniable".
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Then he went on to mention another subject - namely that "Kuwait is part of

Iraq", and "our present generation will remember it since it even predates the

time when the nation was one".

Fourth, distorted statements about the work of the Commission, made on

16 and 17 May 1992 in a nationally televized presentation by the Iraqi

Minister of State for Foreign Affairs and the representative of Iraq to the

Commission on border demarcation before the Iraqi National Assembly.

Fifth, a subsequent statement issued by the Speaker of the Iraqi National

Assembly reiterating earlier arguments by Iraq against the Commission. This

statement said, in part,

"the National Council strongly condemns the decision of the Iraq-Kuwaiti

Boundary Demarcation Commission and its method of work, which were

contrary to the rules of international law and norms of conduct. The

Council expresses its reservations over the dangerous approach taken by

the Commission and the decisions it has reached, because they will

jeopardize Iraq's national rights. In this regard, our Council

emphasizes for the world that it will not compromise a single inch of our

territory."

Sixth, the letter dated 21 May 1992 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs

of the Republic of Iraq to the Secretary-General concerning the work of the

Boundary Demarcation Commission, which, as has been seen, was noted with

dismay by the Security Council in a statement by the Council's President on

17 June 1992, which indicated that the letter recalled past Iraqi claims to

Kuwait without also recording Iraq's subsequent repudiations of these claims,

inter ali~ through its acceptance of resolution 687 (1992).
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Seventh, an apparently coordinated campaign of statements in July and

August 1992 in Iraqi State-controlled newspapers and on television and radio

declaring that Kuwait was part of Iraq.

Eighth, on 5 and 7 July the Iraqi newspaper al-Jumhuriyah published two

articles by Iraq's permanent representative in Geneva in which he called for

the map of the Arabian peninsula to be redrawn so that, among other changes in

the region, Kuwait would be "united" with Iraq.

Ninth, in an interview in the Jordanian weekly magazine al Watan of

19 June, the Speaker of the Iraqi National Assembly stated that Kuwait had

been Iraqi since Iraq first existed on the planet.

Tenth, the Iraqi newspaper Babel, published by a relative of

Saddam Hussein, contained an article describing Kuwait as a "governorate". It

is to be noted also that on 21 July the same newspaper published an article in

which it boasted of its use of this appellation.

Eleventh, since 5 July Iraqi television has continued to broadcast

episodes of a programme entitled "Mirage and Reality", the basic objective of

which is the rewriting of the history of the region to accord with the

poisonous disinformation that claims Kuwait is part of Iraq.

Twelfth, in a crude attempt to disinform public opinion, the State-run

Radio Baghdad deliberately refers to Kuwait as a "province" whenever there is

a reference to Kuwait.

Thirteenth, the statement circulated by the Permanent Representative of

Iraq to the United Nations, prepared for delivery to the Security Council on

26 August 1992, which constitutes a distorted and fundamental attack against

the boundary provisions of resolution 687 (1991) and the Council's demands on

Iraq concerning respect for the inviolability of the agreed boundary.
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Fourteenth, the absence of the representative of Iraq from the last two

meetings of the United Nations Iraq-Kuwaiti Boundary Demarcation Commission,

despite Iraq's indication to the Secretary-General on 23 April 1991 that it

would participate in the Demarcation Commission, and despite Security Council

resolution 773 (1992) of 26 August 1992, which "urges the two States concerned

to cooperate fully in the work of the Commission."

Fifteenth, Iraq's general failure to adequately assist the United Nations

Iraq-Kuwait observation mission, UNIKOM, in ensuring the security of those

working with the Boundary Demarcation Commission and engaged in emplacing

physical representation of the boundary on the demarcated border.

Sixteenth, Tariq Aziz has been quoted in a recently published book by

Saad al-Bazaz, editor-in-chief of the Iraqi newspaper al Jumhuriyah,' entitled

"A War Begets Another War":

"It was essential to protect Iraq by the method of attack. There is no

truth in the claim that the 2 August decision was without roots. In

fact, that decision evolved and matured over 10 years before it was

actually taken." .,\ '.

Seventeenth, the same book qualifies the relationship between Iraq and

Kuwait as perceived by Taha Yassim Ramadan as follows:

"We had no doubt that Kuwait was part of Iraq or that it is not embraced

by the logic of pan-Ar~ism as it is but part of one country and not a

full-fledged country in itself that can be united with another."

Those Iraqi actions and statements by highly placed politicians and

technocrats, apart from the fact that they defy and reject the substance and
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spirit of the relevant Security Council resolutions, are part of a systematic

and deliberate exercise aimed at keeping that region of the world in a state

of tension and instability. Iraq continues to feed the present generation and

future generations with falsehoods and fabrications that the Iraqi leadership

knows better than anyone else to be distortions. Otherwise, why would school

textbooks on history and geography published and printed by the Iraqi

Government and used to teach students in Iraq, continue to portray Kuwait as

"the nineteenth governorate"? The official map of Iraq continues to include

Kuwait - Kuwait, which is a sovereign and independent State that has been

solemnly accepted by Iraq in many instruments, the most recent of which was

SEcurity Council resolution 687 (1991).

After all this, I wonder whether the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq

expects this Council to accept his claim that Iraq has fully implemented

Security Council resolutions and his call to the Council to lift the economic

sanctions?

To the contrary, Kuwait feels the Council should now consider some

procedure under the provisions of paragraph 34 of resolution 687 (1991) so

that the Council may take

"such further steps as may be required for the implementation of the

present resolution and to secure peace and security in the region"

In this statement I have focused on the border issue and the sovereignty

of Kuwait to illustrate the impact of these two issues on the essence of

security and stability in our region. Let me here highlight the principled

position of Kuwait regarding respect for the territorial integrity and
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sovereignty of Iraq. Iraq, for its part, is non-compliant and does not act in

a way that shows respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of

Kuwait, which represents a grave breach of the provisions of

resolution 687 (1991) and other relevant resolutions.

'.~
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I should like to cite the following: First, with regard to the

withdrawal of the Iraqi police force from Kuwaiti territory: As is known,

Iraq continues to prevaricate in regard to its presence inside Kuwaiti

territory by maintaining five police posts. The Secretary-General has

documented this breach in his relevant reports on the United Nations

Iraq-Kuwait Observer Mission (UNIKOM). Despite the persistent efforts of the

former Commander of UNIKOM, Major-General Greindl, and the current Commander,

General Dibuama, Iraq has rejected the international demand to withdraw those

posts. It has claimed that withdrawal of those posts will depend on the

outcome of the border demarcation process. Although the Boundary Demarcation

Commission concluded the demarcation of the land boundary last July, Iraq has

continued to procrastinate, claiming that it will withdraw its police posts

once border markers have been emplaced. Within the next few days, the

Commission will put the final marker in place along the border between Iraq

and Kuwait. Will Iraq then withdraw its six police posts from Kuwaiti

territory?

I take this opportunity to refer to another principle connected with the

presence of Iraqi police posts inside Kuwaiti territory. As is known, UNIKOM

has proposed that the two parties respect a reasonable distance of

1,000 metres along both sides of the UNIKOM boundary. The basic objective of

that principle is to avoid any possibility of friction between the two sides

and thereby to maintain the security of the demilitarized zone. While Kuwait

has accepted this principle, Iraq has procrastinated, claiming to await the

outcome of the demarcation process.
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Members can see for themselves Iraq's non-compliance with this principle

and its encroachment on Kuwaiti territory, which has perpetuated friction and

caused exchanges of fire along the border. Iraq's non-compliance has resulted

in the death of a Kuwaiti security official, Lieutenant A1-Anzy, on

30 August 1992, and in the abduction and attempted abduction of civilian

workers engaged in non-military activities in the region. Thus, as the

demarcation process comes to an end, is Iraq willing to accept the principle

of reasonable distance?

Second, regarding the release of Kuwaiti and third-country nationals

detained or missing in Iraq, I should like to make my presentation on this

topic on the basis of the replies given by the Deputy Prime Minister of Iraq

in the Security Council meeting of Thursday, 12 March, 1992. In response to a

question from the Ambassador of India, Mr. Aziz said:

"The representative of India referred to the question of detainees.

: '

I hope that the clarification I have made in this statement will

suffice. I should like to state to the representative of India that Iraq

will do its utmost to solve this problem. We have said that we have

given the file to the Red Cross - in other words, we have turned the

whole task over to the Red Cross, in order that the International

Committee of the Red Cross may carry out all the investigations and take

all the measures necessary to put an end to this question and submit a

report to the Security Council on it". (S/PV.3059, p. 196)

The representative of Iraq's vagueness and failure to make an unequivocal

commitment did not escape the Security Council's attention. In particular,

the representative of Japan concluded the meeting of enquiry with the

following statement:
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"The fate of Kuwaiti and third-country nationals in Iraq is of major

concern to my country. A question was asked yesterday regarding visits

by the ICRC to places of detention in Iraq, especially as to whether the

visits could be conducted in accordance with ICRC standard procedures. I

am not quite sure if the general answer just given by the Deputy Prime

Minister regarding cooperation with the ICRC covers this specific point

of great importance. We shall carefully follow the developments on this

particular point and may raise this subject again in future Security

Council discussions". (S/PV.3059, pp. 208-210)

Since that meeting of the Security Council on 11 and 12 March, 1992, and

despite the commitments undertaken by Iraq and the doubts of members regarding

the credibility of those commitments, the question of Kuwaiti and

third-country nationals who are prisoners and detainees remains unchanged.

The question of prisoners of war, detainees, and missing Kuwaitis and

third-country nationals in Iraq is at the top of our national agenda, since

this is a humanitarian and moral issue that has religious and legal

implications and affects many Kuwaiti families. The Iraqi regime's

procrastination and refusal to submit full lists of the prisoners and places

of detention; its constant and ongoing refusal to allow representatives of the

ICRC access to Iraqi prisons and places of detention without prior notice and

in full freedom, as provided for in the standard procedures of the ICRC; and

the refusal of the Iraqi authorities to provide information to the ICRC on the

missing and the dead among the prisoners and detainees represent major reasons

for the inability to determine the actual number of detainees in Iraq.
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The question of prisoners, detainees and missing persons does not derive

its importance from the numbers of involved, be they large or small, but from

the essence of human dignity, rights and duties under secular and religious

law and from the obligations of the Iraqi regime towards them. Kuwait hopes,

in regard to this humanitarian issue, that the Security Council might also

properly review the actions of the Iraqi regime by the standards of the Third

and Fourth Geneva Conventions and on the basis of the procedures adopted by

the ICRC in such cases. Such procedures are legally and morally binding on

Iraq.

The people of Kuwait, especially the families of prisoners and detainees,

cannot understand how human life could be a commodity or how it could be used

as a pawn in exchanges or as a means of pressure. They do hope that the

Council, with all its powers, will establish an organic link between the

elimination or easing of any form of sanctions against Iraq and the release of

the last prisoner and a full account of every last missing person.

(spoke in English)

I come before the Council this afternoon with a personal message from the

families of the victims, hostages and prisoners of war that are still being

held by the Iraqis - a plea from those families to end their sufferings and to

end their agonies. It is a humanitarian aspect of this case and we appeal to

the Council and to all international organizations to find a just solution to

this agony. The sUffering of the families in Kuwait is unbearable, and we

appeal to you again, as members of the Council and as nations, to help us in

this endeavour.
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(spoke in Arabic)

Third, with regard to the return of Government and private property

stolen from Kuwait, since the Secretary-General of the United Nations

appointed, on 26 March, 1991, his Special Coordinator to supervise the return

of stolen Kuwaiti property by the Iraqi regime, Kuwait has submitted fully

detailed lists of the property stolen from 27 Ministries and Government

agencies, as well as lists of stolen property from the private sector.
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Some of these claims have been accompanied by inventory lists drawn up by the

Iraqi occupation forces that were found after the eviction of the Iraqi forces

from Kuwait. The Special Coordinator appointed by the Secretary-General, and

his aides, deserve our deep appreciation and thanks for returning some of the

properties. Indeed, we have received some properties of certain Government

ministries. Some equipment belonging to the Ministry of Defence will be

returned. Efforts are under way to make arrangements for the return of such

property. However, we must emphasize that the bulk of that equipment has not

been saved from deliberate damage. The observations of Kuwait on this subject

are as follows:

First, the Iraqi authorities have so far failed to account for the fate

of the property of Government ministries and other Government agencies.

Second, the Iraqi authorities have officially rejected to bear

responsibility for the return of the stolen property of the private sector.

The value of such stolen property is in excess of hundreds of millions of

dollars. That property was stolen and transferred to Iraq as proven by

inventory lists issued by Iraqi Government ministries and endorsed with

official Iraqi Government seals. Those who stole it came to Kuwait in order

to supervise the looting of that property. We do have original and

photocopied documents of those lists that were left by the Iraqi occupiers

during their eviction from Kuwait.

Third, Iraq continues to ignore the urgent demands of the United Nations

Special Coordinator who is supervising the return of Kuwaiti property. I am

referring, in particular, to a Kuwaiti battery of Hawk missiles that Iraq

admitted was stolen and used by it for a short while around Baghdad following

the eviction of its forces from Kuwait. Iraq is fully responsible under
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resolutions 686 (1991) and 687 (1991) to return the stolen property, and is

legally liable for paying compensation for that property which was destroyed

when it was stolen or when it is being returned.

Fourth, regarding Iraq's legal liability to pay compensations, the Iraqi

regime is in violation of its solemn obligations. Indeed, it is taking a

defiant posture regarding those obligations stipulated by section E of

resolution 687 (1991) in relation to compensations and the operation of the

Compensation Fund, as provided for under paragraph 19 of that resolution.

This breach is a double tragedy, as it continues to inflict injury on Iraqis

and non-Iraqis alike. This question too is a humanitarian issue of great

importance, for which the Iraqi regime must be held fully accountable.

The Council, as it debates today for the second time the presentation by

the high-level Iraqi delegation, should examine carefully and fairly a set of

questions, which in our view should be the litmus test of actual and genuine

compliance by Iraq with Security Council resolutions.

First, will the representative of Iraq state unequivocally at this time,

on behalf of his Government, that as required by the Pact of the League of

Arab States, the Charter of the United Nations and other binding treaty

obligations, Iraq renounces the use of force as an instrument of national

policy and, specifically, that Iraq permanently and unreservedly renounces the

use of force against Kuwait?

Second, will the representative of Iraq unequivocally reaffirm at this

time, on behalf of his Government, its prior and unconditional acceptance of

Security Council resolution 687 (1991) in its entirety, particulary

paragraphs 2, 3 and 4?

Third, will the representative of Iraq state unequivocally at this time,
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on behalf of his Government, as required by resolutions 687 (1991) and

773 (l992), and by Iraq's acceptance of resolution 687 (1991) and of the

United Nations Boundary Demarcation Commission, that Iraq will fully accept

and respect the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait as demarcated by the United

Nations Iraq-Kuwait Boundary Demarcation Commission?

Fourth, will the representative of Iraq at this time and on behalf of his

Government give a solemn undertaking, as is required by resolutions 687 (1991)

and 773 (1992), for the removal of the Iraqi police posts, which are

inconsistent with the demarcated boundary between Iraq and Kuwait?

Fifth, will the representative of Iraq state unequivocally at this time,

on behalf of his Government, as is required by resolution 687 (1991) and the

Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions, that Iraq will provide full and immediate

access for the International Committee of the Red Cross, whenever and wherever

requested, to places of detention of prisoners of war and other detainees and

missing persons, and that Iraq will immediately provide full details

concerning all Kuwaiti and third-country nationals at any time held by Iraq

and return those persons to their countries?

These are questions, among others, that relate to essential conditions

for future peace and stability in the region and that test the seriousness of

the Iraqi regime's commitment to the rule of law. If Iraq continues to fail

to implement its obligations, the State of Kuwait believes that the real issue

before the Council should be the prompt determination under paragraph 34 of

resolution 687 (1991), that is, to take such further steps as may be required

for the implementation of the present resolution, and to secure peace and

security in the area.

Having followed the statement made by the head of the Iraqi delegation,
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it is evident to us and indeed perhaps to all of you that the position of the

Government of Iraq in its interpretation of the provisions of resolution

687 (1991) regarding the lifting of economic sanctions is related to the

destruction of the weapons of mass destruction under section C of that

resolution. Perhaps you share my view that this is an erroneous

interpretation. It reflects a selective wish by Iraq and a misinterpretation

of the true nature of that resolution. That resolution aims at restoring and

maintaining peace and stability in the region. Therefore, the sanctions

emanating from that resolution are linked to the full implementation of all

the provisions of that resolution, without any discrimination or preference.

Perhaps the first provisions from that resolution that must be implemented are

those in the operative paragraphs regarding respect for the sovereignty and

independence of Kuwait under the boundaries with Iraq, as described in the

agreed minutes between the State of Kuwait and the Republic of Iraq, signed on

4 October 1963, those boundaries which have been demarcated now by the

Commission. The conclusion of that boundary demarcation will be celebrated,

God willing, this week when the last marker will be emplaced.

The people of Kuwait feel that the role of the Security Council in this

regard means more than the selection of a mechanism for the maintenance of

international peace. The maintenance by the Security Council of the full

obligations of Iraq under resolution 687 (1991) and other legally binding

resolutions will determine whether or not our children and their children will

live in peace or whether they will suffer once again the horrors suffered

recently by the people of Kuwait at the hands of the Iraqi regime, and whether

the people of Kuwait can continue to live their lives or remain hostage to a

lawless regime that continues to justify its crimes against peace and its

violations of international laws of conduct.
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What is at stake is the security of the region as a whole, a region whose

security is organically linked to international peace and security. Kuwait,

for its part, undertakes and pledges its firm and documented intention to

implement all obligations emanating under resolution 687 (1991) as it tries to

restore and maintain the security and peace of the region.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): I thank the Minister of

Information of Kuwait for the kind words he addressed to my country and to me.

I wish to inform members of the Council that I have received a letter

from the representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran in which he requests

to be invited to participate in the discussion of the item on the Council's

agenda. In accordance with the usual practice, I propose, with the consent of

the Council, to invite that representative to participate in the discussion

without the right to vote, in conformity with the relevant provisions of the

Charter and rule 37 of the Council's provisional rules of procedure.

There being no objection, it is so decided.

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Kharrazi (Islamic Republic of

Iran) took a place at the side of the Council Chamber.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): The next speaker is the

representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran. I invite him to take a place

at the Council table and to make his statement.

Mr. KHARRAZI (Islamic Republic of Iran): The Deputy Prime Minister

of Iraq, in his statement before this body, quoted parts of a now-infamous
. I "

letter from the Iraqi Foreign Minister making baseless allegations against my

country.

Both the Deputy Prime Minister and the Foreign Minister purported to

refer to press reports to substantiate their allegations of so-called Iranian

military build-up, particularly in the area of weapons of mass destruction.
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What they have failed to mention - and I am sure deliberately - is the fact

that in one form or another, the source of all these lies emanates from

Baghdad. The members of the Council have certainly observed, as I have, that

almost without fail these stories give as their source a terrorist

organization based in Iraq and financed, equipped, trained and sponsored by

the Government of the Deputy Prime Minister.

It is regrettable that Iraq continues to follow the same propaganda

tactics it used during its war of aggression against Iran through attempts to

generate fear among the countries of the region while hoping to persuade the

Security Council to relax sanctions against Iraq, whereas the more logical way

would have been for Iraq to comply with its international obligations.

But let me state briefly for the record that these claims are nothing but

sheer lies. What the Islamic Republic of Iran strives for in the field of

armaments is to bring its defensive capabilities back to their pre-1980

status, when Iraq invaded my country. Moreover, our continuous cooperation

with the International Atomic Energy Agency stems from the fact that the

Islamic Republic of Iran is committed to its obligations under the

Non-Proliferation Treaty and has categorically no intention of developing

nuclear capabilities.

The endeavours that the Islamic Republic of Iran has made during years of

deliberations in the Conference on Disarmament to finalize a new

chemical-weapons Convention and our recent efforts during the current session

of the General Assembly to obtain more support for the new Convention prove

the fact that we, as the victim of Iraqi chemical weapons, consider these

weapons as inhumane and continue our efforts to ban them.
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In conclusion, I wish to emphasize that the main objective of Iraq after

its defeat in Kuwait has been to portray Iran as the threat in our region.

The agenda of Iraq is to distract the attention of the international community

in general and the Council· in particular from its non-compliance with Security

Council resolutions.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): I intend, with the

agreement of the members of the Council, to suspend the meeting now. I invite

the members to meet immediately for consultations.
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The meeting was suspended at 6.35 p.m. and resumed at 7.20 p.m.

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French): I shall now suspend the

meeting until Tuesday, 24 November 1992, at 10 a.m.

The me~ting was suspended at 7.25 p.m.




